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Abstract
Next Generation Wireless Receiver Architecture Design in
Deep-Sub-Micron CMOS Technology
by
Chaoying Wu
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
The University of California, Berkeley
Professor Borivoje Nikolic, Chair

Current advances in wireless receiver technologies are primarily driven by the
need for cost reduction through (1) integration of a radio, an ADC and a digital processor
on a single CMOS die, and (2) the design of low-power multi-standard capable receivers.
However, due to the spectrum scarcity, future wireless standards, such as LTE, present a
whole new set of challenges for radio system design. For example, LTE’s highly
fragmented spectrum requires multiple chipsets for support. Due to this cost overhead,
there is no global LTE-enabled device available in the market now. Moreover, while
carrier aggregation (CA) added to LTE brings unparalleled data rate improvement, it
seriously complicates the RF frontend design. Modern commercial LTE solutions include
multiple chipsets to support various scenarios of CA, which is not cost effective.
This work focuses on novel receiver architectures that address the design
challenges associated with LTE-Advance from two perspectives: (1) a receiver that is
capable of wide-frequency range of operation to cover all the LTE bands and (2) a single
highly linear RF frontend to support non-contiguous-in-band CA. A novel sigma-deltabased direct-RF-to-digital receiver architecture is introduced in this work as an example
of a complete integrated RF-to-digital frontend design capable to cover all the LTE
bands. The design is implemented in 65 nm CMOS technology and the SNDR of the
receiver exceeds 68 dB for a 4 MHz signal, and is better than 60 dB over the 400 MHz to
4 GHz frequency range. In a different example, we propose a passive-mixer-first receiver
system to provide CA support in a cost-effective and power-efficient manner. Mixer-first
receiver’s superb linearity performance enables the possibility of a single receiver
processing the entire LTE RX band, while most of the signal conditioning can be pushed
into DSP to enjoy the benefit of process scaling. This design has been demonstrated in a
28 nm bulk CMOS technology, and the overall system achieves <3 dB NF, >15 dBm IIP3
and 35 dB gain with 60 mW of power.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Wireless connectivity has shown its immense significance in the past decade. The
continued technology scaling behind the very large system integration (VLSI) has
enabled multi-radio system design for mobile applications, which has not been possible
in the past century. This highly integrated system on chip (SoC) solution not only allows
mobile devices to achieve smaller form factors, but also make the latest wireless
technologies more affordable and accessible than they ever were in the past. Coupled
with the unending desire for a faster data connection, the wireless connectivity continues
to grow, as new wireless standards are introduced to address different needs every year.
By now, a wide range of wireless standards exist. Each is highly optimized for power and
cost for its own applications, and hence they support different in data rate requirement
and cover different range.
It is challenging to support such a multitude of wireless standards with each of
them being so drastically different from another. To add to the matter, different countries
around the world allocate their spectrum in different ways, and even in the same country,
different service providers are operating at different frequency bands. A high-end cellular
handset device can support up to a dozen handful of different wireless standards such as
GSM, CDMA, UMTS, HSPA, WiFi, Bluetooth as well as LTE, and it is able to operate
over more than ten different frequency bands[1]. Up till now, transceiver ICs are often
designed with a particular wireless standard in mind, due to the huge difference in system
requirement between different standards. To achieve the desired support of the multitude
of wireless standards support, multiple chipsets are often required. Given the apparent
increase in the design complexity for wireless handset devices and the cost reduction
possibility offered by the continuous scaling of the modern CMOS technology, the
demand for a single uniform transceiver system which is capable for multi-standard and
multi-band operation is highly desired, but not yet available.
Moreover, spectrum scarcity is an increasingly important issue for the decade, and
therefore a flexible and dynamic spectrum allocation is preferable. Due to the
proliferation of the wireless standards in the past decade, a majority of the commercial
bands have been allocated to different standards (Fig. 1.1). As a result, the remaining
available frequency bands that can be allocated for future standards are quite limited,
while future wireless standards are still striving for a faster data rate and wider
bandwidth.

1

Courtesy of Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
Fig. 1.1 Spectrum allocations for United States.
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The story of government spectrum licenses dated back to the 1920s [115], when
US official regulators realized that new transmitters might interfere with other system
operating in the radio spectrum. The result is that every wireless system required an
exclusive license issued by the government to operate; their operations in the radio
spectrum are closely monitored and governed by U.S. Federal Communication
Commission (FCC). After the introduction of the Advanced Mobile Phone System
(AMPS) in 1983 in Chicago, which marked the beginning of the personal wireless
application for civilians, it has been a thirty years of prosperity for the commercial
wireless communication. However, with virtually all usable radio frequencies issued to
different commercial operators and government branches, the inventory of wireless
spectrum is running low on the remaining available bands. The irony is that even though
wireless spectrum is something we cannot touch, smell, or see, it indeed is becoming one
of the most valuable nature resources known to the human kind.
As matter of fact, the spectrum scarcity is a global issue, not just for the United
States. As shown in Fig. 1.2, Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4, wireless spectrum is tightly allocated
in all major countries and urban areas all over the world. From the look of things, the end
is nigh.

Courtesy of Ofcom (Ofcom.uk)
Fig. 1.2 The UK frequency allocations

3

Courtesy of Office of the Communication Authority (ofca.gov.hk)
Fig. 1.3 Hong Kong frequency allocation chart

Courtesy of Australian Communications and Media Authority (acma.gov.au)
Fig. 1.3 Australian frequency allocation chart
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Cognitive radio (CR) is one technology under research that could potentially
allow a more efficient use of the existing spectrum. While spectrum is auctioned off at
high price, researchers have noticed that most of the licensed frequency bands are being
under-utilized for most of the time [2], which suggest there is a potential to improve
efficiency of the spectrum usage by sharing it among other systems. The advantage of
cognitive radio is its feature of dynamic spectrum access (DSA), which allows different
system to look for the unused channels and time-share it.
Regulatory efforts from governments around the world also aim to solve the issue.
Cognitive radio is expected to operate in a large portion of the commercial spectrum in
the future. As for now, vacant channels have been or plan to be released by governments
for different applications. The new devices, known as TV band devices (TVBD) would
operate in those frequency bands. Japan, Singapore, the United Kingdom as well the as
the United States have been working on to support devices like this. For instance, the
European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations have opened
up the 470 to 790 MHz band for TVBD use.
In U.S, the FCC has established the fixed and the portable devices categories for
TVBDs. Fixed devices can transmit with a power up to 1 watt, and they may use any of
the vacant U.S. TV bands as 2, 5 to 36, and 38 to 51. On the other hand, the portable
devices shall operate in TV channels from 21 to 36 and from 38 to 51. The permitted
output is 100 mW EIRP, or at a reduced power level of 40 mW when there is an adjacent
TV channel.
While research and regulatory efforts aim to solve the issue of the spectrum
scarcity, the envisioned implementation of the CR poses a series of serious challenges on
the RF transmitter and receiver design. The RF transceiver system needs to be flexible
enough to adapt to different frequency band and different standards upon request, which
is a huge deviation from the conventional wireless design methodology, where RF
transceiver design is highly optimized by one set of application. On the other hand, a
faster and more affordable network is always desired, which puts a lot of pressure on the
future wireless standard in the absence of the CR. Before CR can be widely deployed, all
the future standards would have to struggle between the limited remaining spectrum and
the desire for higher data rate.
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is the latest radio platform technology introduced to
the family of the commercial wireless systems. As the result of the increasing global
spectrum scarcity, LTE standard is a compromise that consists of total 43 separate bands
ranging from 450 MHz all the way up to 3.8GHz. All 43 bands of LTE are separated to
fit in the narrow available channels in different geographical regions, and the end result is
a highly fragmented spectrum over a wide frequency range, which makes LTE the most
difficult standard to provide world-wide support.
Another issue associated with the future wireless system is how to provide a
higher throughput with limited bandwidth available. A similar idea as CR has been
introduced to the latest wireless technologies, which is known as in-channel spectrum re-
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allocation. The recent wireless standards, such as 802.11.ac and LTE all adopted similar
schemes. LTE Advanced introduces the idea of carrier aggregation, where multiple inchannel sub-carriers can be allocated for the same user or different users in a wide range
of manners, while the 802.11.ac (5G WiFi) includes the idea of channel binding, where
the channel bandwidth allocated to a user can be expanded to achieve a much faster data
rate when it is possible.
A reconfigurable transceiver is desired because of its ease to cover wide range of
wireless standards and frequency bands, in particular it can be a cost-effective solution to
support the LTE fragmented spectrum. Moreover, it can be extended to support future
dynamic spectrum allocation, such as required by the cognitive radio. The final goal is a
single uniform transceiver system, which is sufficiently flexible to support the existing as
well as the future standards over a wide-range of frequency bands. The system would
ease on the difficulties to support multitude of existing standards as well as open up a
path for flexible spectrum allocation scheme for demanded to address the spectrum
scarcity issue.

1.1 Related Work
The idea of software-define radio (SDR) is first proposed by Joseph Mitola in
1992 [3]. A software-defined radio is a radio system such that most of its components are
implemented by means of software on a general purpose computing device or embedded
system. The ideal concept envisions a system which can monitor and transmit over the
entire RF spectrum. Since then, there are a few notable examples known as the
reconfigurable, or software-defined, RF receivers (SDR) such as references [4][5]
[6][7][17][27][30]. All the listed designs adapted the convectional chain of elements
design, where the systems begin with an RF amplification stage (LNA), followed by a
frequency conversion state (mixer). Then the down-converted signal is filtered by a highorder low-pass filter prior to it reaches the ADC.
Throughout the years, there are a wide range of system implementation proposed
to fulfill the grand vision of SDR. In particular, one thing that stands out in the UCLA
design [5] is that it contains a low-power discrete-time low-pass filter. This filter makes
use of an old and yet well-known concept: the passive switched-capacitor filter, which is
popular choice for the baseband filter in RF receiver designs such as [5][7][8] and [9].
The passive switched-capacitor technique has several advantages, such as its precision in
the filter cut-off frequency, relaxed requirement on the amplifier settling time as opposed
to an active switched-capacitor filter design.
As demonstrated in [10], the passive switched-capacitor filter design can be better
combined with the idea of current mode integration sampling mixer. This sampling mixer
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provides the necessary down-conversion feature for a RF receiver system, while avoiding
the otherwise power-hungry sample-and-hold circuit that is often required for any
discrete-time circuit. Since it was first introduced in 2000, the idea of sampling mixer are
widely adopted in a few different designs such as [7][8][5][11] and [12].
In this first design, a sampling mixer is used to down-convert the signal from
radio-frequency down to base band, and integrated the converted charge on the sampling
capacitor. The sample and held signal charge is then digitized by a fast-sampled ΔΣ
ADC. Most of the signal processing are removed from the analog domain and pushed
into the digital domain, to take full advantage of the technology scaling.
To be able to support the various existing and future standards, a high-resolution
and a high-speed ADC is always preferred for any software-defined radio system [3]. The
high-resolution conversion not only can cover the different SNR requirements posed by
the different wireless standards, but also ease the interference performance of the frontend circuits. On the other hand, the high-speed feature helps to reduce noise folding and
blocker folding down to the band of interest, especially for a sub-sampling receiver
system such as [13][14] and [15]. The issue of such an ADC is that its design is not
feasible, given the limited power and area budget of a cellular device [16].
As proposed in [17], an alternative is a fast-sample, high-resolution but lowsignal-bandwidth ΔΣ ADC. Even though a high-speed ADC is preferable, wide-band
digitizing is not really necessary. As a matter of fact, most of the wireless standards have
data concentrated only in a narrow band centered around their carrier frequencies. ΔΣ
ADC is therefore perfect candidate for such an application. It samples the input RF signal
at a fast rate, in the case of [17] which would be the RF carrier frequency. This meets the
high-speed feature mentioned above. Moreover, ΔΣ ADC utilizes the large OSR between
the data bandwidth and its carrier frequency to produce the desired high resolution
conversion within the signal bandwidth, which is essential to cover the SNR requirements
for various wireless standards.
Historically, different ΔΣ ADC based converter designs have been reported in the
literature such as [17][18][19][20] and [21]. Some of the reported works have the mixer
embedded in the loop design [17][20][21]. However, besides [17], the other two designs
can only achieve limited bandwidths such as 40 KHz and 200 KHz, which are clearly not
enough to support modern wireless standards. The designs as [18][19] are structured
more like a conventional type of ΔΣ ADC with the exception that a mixer is included
ahead of the ADC. As will be discussed later in this work, embedding the mixer inside
the ΔΣ ADC loop filter can effectively improve the overall linearity performance, a better
linearity performance is always preferred for SDR sign.
On the other hand, passive-mixers based on CMOS technology can be dated back
in early 2000 [57][58]. The recent improvement the CMOS technology really empowers
the passive mixer, as it replaces the active mixer designs in industrial system and
academia endeavors [59][60]. Compared to the active mixers, passive mixer is known for
its bi-directionality. Equivalently speaking, the passive mixer lacks of the reverse
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isolation. Bi-directionality makes the analysis for a passive mixer more difficult, so
engineering intuition is hard to obtain. Fortunately, recent research efforts such as [59]
show an in-depth analysis of the circuit. It has been shown that its two-way frequency
translation feature provides passive mixers with a series of benefits over active mixers,
therefore, new opportunities together with unique design challenges arise.
Recent research has shown that by utilizing a multiple non-overlapping LO
waveforms, the passive mixer designs can be better optimized compared with the use of a
more traditional sinusoidal or simple square-wave LO waveforms [58][60][63][64][65].
Each of the clock pulses drives different mixer switch. Together, a series of phase-shifted
baseband output can be generated, and they can later be summed with the baseband transimpedance amplifier (TIA) to reconstruct the complete baseband output.
The idea of passive mixer-first design is first proposed by Berkeley Sensor and
Actuator Lab in 2004 as a low-power RF frontend for sensor network applications [24].
Limited by the understanding on the passive mixer at the time, the idea was considered
too radical and didn’t fare too well. Six year after it was first introduced, it has been
brought back to the public attention by its original author, Alyosha Molnar and his
student Caroline Andrews in ISSCC 2008 [25]. Since then, the idea of the passive mixerfirst design has gaining a lot of attention.

1.2 Thesis Scope and Organization
This work focuses on the exploration of highly reconfigurable RF receiver
designs with the intention to cover multi-band and multi-standard operations. The stress
would be on the 0.4-4-GHz frequency-range where most of the commercial wireless
communication standards take places.
Flexibility and re-configurability of the RF receiver should be achieved with
minimum performance sacrifice as well as maintain the overall design in an economical
manners from the silicon area’s perspective. Thanks to the continuous technology
scaling, digital signal processing (DSP) is getting more powerful and more affordable
every day. One of the focuses of this work is to shift part of the signal processing features
from the analog domain into the digital world to enjoy the precision and the affordability
offered by the DSP core.
Two separate receiver architectures are proposed in this work. The first one is a
high performance analog-to-digital converter design aiming at directly digitizing the RF
signal and down-convert it to baseband in one step. In this proposed architecture, an
analog signal residing at the radio frequency is converted directly into the digital domain
using a second order down-converting sigma-delta (ΣΔ) modulator. The ΣΔ ADC
architecture is a good fit for such an application since it takes full advantage of the high
oversampling ratio (OSR) to provide a wide dynamic range in the frequency band of
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interest. Channel selection and bandwidth adjustment is pushed into the digital domain to
enjoy the precision and affordability of the DSP offered by the latest CMOS technology
scaling. A direct-down-conversion receiver design eliminates problem of with image
frequency content folding which is always the issue for superheterodyne design.
A circuit prototype demonstrating the above concept has been designed and
measured. The test-chip prototype is able to achieve an SNDR of close to +70dB across a
4-MHz bandwidth with a programmable center frequency spanning from 400Mhz up to
4GHz. As will be illustrated in this work, the entire design is based on current mode
operation, and the tight integration of the ΣΔ receiver ensures the overall the system to
maintain a very good linearity performance. A wideband IIP3 better than +10dBm is
measured in this test-chip prototype.
A second architecture, based on the mixer-first design is proposed in this work,
where the first stage of amplification, which is considered as necessary for conventional
designs, is removed for better wide-band linearity performance. In this proposed
architecture, the RF signal is directly sent to the passive mixers, and it is then downconverted to the baseband directly. A reasonable noise figure can be ensured through
careful sizing the passive mixer size as well as optimizing the baseband amplifier’s gain.
Without the LNA up front, the entire system achieves a better linearity performance over
a wide range of frequency both in-band and out-of-band. This is essential to support
carrier aggregation introduced in the LTE Advanced.
A passive-mixer-first receiver prototype is designed in 28 nm high-K metal-gate
CMOS technology. The frontend 5-bit mixer-DAC provides a wide-band tunable
impedance match to suppress the LO leakage. Baseband LNA together with the ACboosting compensation amplifier provides a 50 MHz baseband bandwidth, which
provides support for non-contiguous carrier aggregation for LTE in power efficient
manners. The overall design achieves < 3 dB NF, > 15 dBm IIP3 and 35 dB gain with 55
mW power.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation centers on the overview of the issues presented by
the upcoming standards. A set of system requirement is derived; a survey of the state-ofart solutions from the conventional receiver design as well as band-pass ΔΣ ADCs is
presented. Finally a few practical performance issues are examined.
Chapter 3 of this dissertation focuses on the system level design of the ΔΣ. The
ΔΣ based receiver architecture is first introduced. Some of the highlighted analysis from
reference [44] is summarized, and new analysis which is essential for performance
improvement is also presented.
Chapter 4 of this dissertation discusses the detail implementation of the ΔΣ–based
receiver design. Details of a few core circuit blocks are revealed and explained. A novel
class-AB LNTA circuit is presented, along with the pertinent analysis. This chapter
concludes with ΔΣ receiver’s measurement results recorded from the test chips.
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Chapter 5 of this dissertation addresses the system level trade-off for the mixerfirst design. The structure of a mixer-first receiver is first explained, followed all
pertinent analysis associated with the design.
Chapter 6 of this dissertation presents implementation detail of the mixer-first
design. Detail descriptions of the important circuit blocks are discussed, together with
detail analysis for the design. The latter part of this chapter is dedicated to the
measurement results from the test chips.
Chapter 7 of this dissertation summarizes the important contribution of this work
and suggested potential topics for future improvements and research.
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Chapter 2
Software-defined Radio Receiver Design
This section starts with an introduction of general design principles of a RF
receiver. Derivations of an ADC specification for a receiver are then demonstrated. After
that, the basic of ΔΣ ADC is introduced. Specifications for a reconfigurable receiver are
then introduced with the intention to cover some of modern wireless standards. Finally, a
survey of state-of-art integrated circuit solutions is presented.

2.1 RF Receiver Design Principles
One well-known issue in the wireless receiver community is the near-far problem.
The case is depicted in Figure 2.1. It can be described as a device try to receive a weak
signal sent by a faraway signal source (system A) in the presence of a strong interference
presented by another nearby signal source (system B). Often times, the desired signal and
the interference might reside at different frequencies, but they may still be at a close
proximity in frequency. As the result, instead of detecting the desired signal, the device
might be overwhelmed by the undesired blocker, given the fact that the blocker might be
orders of magnitude larger than the desired signal.
The RF receiver has to be able to endure this scenario and maintain the link
robustly. In order to do this, a minimum amount of signal to noise ratio (SNR) has to be
maintained. The actual required number varies from one standard to another. This
minimum SNR does not always need to be positive. For example, some standards such as
CDMA can even function properly with a negative SNR down to certain number.

Fig. 2.1. The scenario of the near-far problem
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Different from the ADC designers, RF community likes to characterize SNR
performance from the noise perspective. The metric used in this case is known as noise
figure. Noise measured at the RF receiver has three common sources: 1. the thermal
noise; 2. the thermal incident noise due to the antenna and 3. the added noise from the RF
receiver circuit. Out of these three noise components, the first two are unavoidable.
Therefore, the noise figure is mostly related to the receiver added noise. For the same
amount of the SNR desired, a receiver with lower noise figure would be more sensitive to
pick up a weaker signal, therefore perform better in the far-near scenario. The minimum
signal power level for a particular receiver that ensures correctly demodulation is defined
as the receiver sensitivity level.
Beside noise figure or sensitivity level which would impact how a receiver to
handle the near-far problem, the blocking mask requirement is also important. Two
blocking masks for GSM and UMTS are shown in Fig. 2.2.a and b. The masks describe
the worst case of near-far problems that should be supported in each of the standards. For
the GSM case (Fig 2.2.a), while the signal can be as low as -104 dBm, a blocker which is
only 3 MHz away can be at a power level as high as -13 dBm. The difference between
the strongest 3 MHz blocker and the desired signal can be as large as 90 dBm. If it is

Fig. 2.2.a The blocking mask for GSM

Fig. 2.2.b The blocking mask for UMTS
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translated to a voltage swing, the blocker would be on the order of 104 times larger than
the desired signal.
Compared Fig. 2.2.a and Fig 2.2.b, it should be apparent that GSM and UMTS are
quite different from each other. Not only the required receiver sensitivities differ by ~
10dBm, but the blocking masks are different too. Therefore, it poses serious challenges to
software-define radio system, as it needs to meet the sensitivity and the blocking mask
requirement for various standards.
Given this understanding, it helps to explore different strategies in partitioning the
analog and the digital components for the optimal implementation of a software-defined
radio system. First off, a conventional type of the receiver structure is introduced.
Classical receiver design consist a series of amplification stages, filter stages and mixing
stages in cascade as shown in Fig. 2.3. For direct-conversion receiver implementation as
shown in Figure 2.3, the system has a LNA to provide early amplification which
improves the noise figure performance. A down-conversion mixer then translates the
signal content from the carrier frequency down to DC or to a low intermediate frequency
(IF). Depending on the actual implementation, the filters might occur prior or after the
mixing stage to meet the particular blocking mask requirement demanded by the
standard. Finally, there is an ADC digitizing the analog signal, and digital output would
then be sent to the DSP for demodulation and further processing. As the desired signal
travels down this mixed-signal path, it is amplified gradually until it satisfies the
minimum SNR requirement demanded by the demodulation process. On the other hand,
the blockers or interferences would be attenuated stage after stage so that the components
in the receiver chain would not be upset by their presence. As the combine result of these
two processes, receiver can handle the near-and-far problem with confidence, and the
received signal can demodulated successively even in the minimum signal level.
One major change in direction in the RF receiver design is in the filtering. The
channel selection filter, is migrated into the digital domain as shown in figure 2.3 thanks
to the technology scaling. Digital assisted design not only helps reduce the silicon area,
but also helps achieve a more flexible design. However, the amount of signal processing
can be shifted into the digital backend is dictated by the achievable dynamic range and
the sampling rate of the ADC. The larger the ADC’s dynamic range can be, more signal
conditioning can be pushed into the digital domain, and hence the RF frontend is more
flexible. From the sampling point of view, if an ADC can sample at faster rate, a less
stringent anti-aliasing filter is required. Taking these two points to extreme, it yields to
Mitola’s vision of the software-defined radio receiver.
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Fig. 2.3. Recent evolution of the RF receiver design

To accommodate the vast majority of existing wireless standards as well as the
standards that shall be introduced in the next decade, digital-focus design methodology
can enable the otherwise fixated RF design with great flexibility. Therefore, this work
mostly focuses on the digitally-assisted receiver and the RF convertor architectures.

2.2 RF Convertor Receiver Design

At the core of Mitola’s vision of SDR, it is a wide-range high-resolution ADC. One
might be curious how high a resolution is needed to achieve the software-define radio. In
GSM, for example (Fig 2.2.a), if one aims to migrate the all the filtering stage into the
digital core, they would need an ADC with at least 102 dB dynamic range (17 bit ENOB)
to handle the case where the minimum signal level coexist with 0 dBm out-of-band
blocker.
ADC architectures can be categorized into three groups: flash, multi-step and
oversampled ADC. Flash ADC can operate at a very high sampling rate, and introduces
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the lowest latency among all. However, its resolution is limited and its design is power
hungry. Multi-step ADC such as pipeline and SAR digitizes the input signal in a few
cycles. They are good fit for applications with medium resolution and medium bandwidth
requirement, but they fail to meet the speed and resolution requirements for SDR system.
For a Nyquist-rate ADC design, a one-bit resolution improvement requires four times
more power, therefore, designing a high-speed Nyquist-rate ADC whose resolution is
capable of meeting the near-far requirement is too power hungry to be practical. As the
result, Mitola’s vision of digitizing at the antenna is not realizable.
To circumvent this fundamental issue, one needs to recognize that the ADC doesn’t
need to maintain its high dynamic range over the entire half-Nyquist bandwidth. The high
dynamic range is needed only within the narrow band where the modulated signal
resides. For the rest of the Nyquist bandwidth, the ADC can have a more relaxed
dynamic range. The ADC still has to maintain a large full-scale range over a wide range
of frequencies to handle the out-of-band blocker. This makes oversampling ADC, in
particular ΔΣ ADC, a potent candidate for software-defined radio application.

2.2.1 Overview on ΔΣ ADC Design

ΔΣ ADC is most well-known for its high resolution achieved over a narrow signal
bandwidth in a power efficient manner. Moreover, it also ease on the front-end antialiasing filter requirements, hence reduces the overall power consumptions. There are
many detail references on ΔΣ ADC in the literature [22][23]. For completeness of this
work, a brief overview of ΔΣ ADC is included here.
ΔΣ modulator as shown in figure 2.4 features two powerful concepts: oversampling
and noise-shaping. Taking advantage of these two concepts, ΔΣ ADC can achieve a high
resolution even with a one-bit quantizer design.
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Oversampling helps to increase the in-band SNR of a ΔΣ ADC by spreading the
quantization noise over a wider bandwidth. The signal content outside of the desired
bandwidth BW would be cut off by the digital decimation filter. The oversampling ratio
(OSR) can be described as the ratio between the Nyquist-rate (fs/2) of the quantizer and
the desired signal bandwidth (BW):

Fig. 2.4. A simple ΔΣ modulator

Fig. 2.5. Signal and noise transfer functions of a second-order modulator
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(1)

For a quantizer with N-bit resolution, its SNR is (1.76+6.02N) dB. Since the
quantization noise is spread over a wider bandwidth, if we assume the quantization noise
is white, then the overall in-band SNR with an oversampling ratio can be described as:

(2)
As OSR is doubled, the overall SNR would increase by 3 dB.
The overall SNR can be further improved by pushing most of the quantization noise
out of the band of interest, which is known as the noise shaping. Noise shaping is
implemented by enclosing a loop filter inside the ΔΣ modulator loop as shown in the
figure 2.4. This loop filter should have minimum impact on the desired signal, but it highpass filters the in-band quantization noise, and pushes them out of the band as
demonstrated in figure 2.5. The actual loop filter implementation varies from design to
design, and it can either take the form of a low-pass structure or a band-pass structure. By
combining the techniques of oversampling and noise shaping, a much larger SNR
improvement can be achieved
Without a loss in generality, assume a low-pass filter is chosen as the ΔΣ loop filter.
The loop filter should have minimum impact on the desired signal, therefore the signal
transfer function (STF) is flat in this case. The loop filter’s low-frequency gain forces the
feedback signal to follow the input signal with high fidelity. The quantization noise
content in those frequencies is rejected by the low-frequency gain of the entire loop
structure. For short, the large loop gain of the feedback system helps to suppress the in
band noise. As the loop gain diminishes at higher frequency, the effect of the noise
suppression degrades as well. Therefore the noise transfer function (NTF) rises as the
frequency increases, as shown in figure 2.5.
For example, in the case from figure 2.5, a second order low-pass filter is chosen as
the ΔΣ loop filter. The STF and the NTF can be described as:
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(3)
(4)

The STF is truly flat over the entire frequency, and the NTF has a high-pass nature
compared to the low-pass loop filter. Given this particular nature of the NTF, the
quantization noise is lower at the low frequencies, and hence a higher dynamic range can
be assured there. Moreover, NTF has a second order high-pass response, therefore, the
out-of-band quantization noise rises with a 40dB-per-decade slope, which is typically
described as a second–order noise shaping. In such a way, the ΔΣ manages to achieve a
high resolution in a narrow frequency band, while maintaining a high-sampling frequency
which helps to ease the anti-aliasing filter design.
Higher-order ΔΣ ADC enjoys the benefit of higher order noise shaping, therefore,
to achieve the same resolution, lower OSR is required, which helps to reduce the power
consumption of the system and simplify the quantizer and feedback DAC design.
However, higher-order ΔΣ ADCs demand higher-order loop filter, which contains more
poles and zeroes. Just as every other feedback system, it is much harder to maintain the
overall stability when the system becomes more complicated. ADC designers often have
to trade off favorably between the orders of the system with a reasonable OSR. In
general, most of the commercial ΔΣ ADC designs refrain to an order less than five, due to
the stability and complexity reasons.
As mentioned above, ΔΣ ADC’s output spectrum contains not only the desired
signal, but also a wide-frequency of the shaped noise. This suggests its output needs to be
filtered and down-sampled before the digital signal processor can demodulate the desired
signal efficiently. The digital decimation filter can be implemented in the digital domain
without causing too much power consumption. Modern CMOS technology allows for a
very power and area-efficient implementation of such digital design. Even better, digital
decimation filter can scale with the process, which further reduces its impact on the
overall power and area budget.
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2.2.2 ΔΣ ADC in RF Receivers
As discussed earlier, an ADC that meets the SDR requirements needs to have a
high resolution and fast sampling rate at the same time. ΔΣ ADC offers a unique
alternative, compared to other topologies to meet both of these two criteria, while
maintaining a reasonable power and cost budget. ΔΣ ADC is able to avoid the some of
the fundamental trade-offs facing by the Nyquist rate ADC designs.
ΔΣ modulator design is promising for RF receiver design is mostly due to its two
prominent features: oversampling and noise-shaping. Oversampling raises the Nyquist
rate, and hence it eases on the anti-aliasing filter design. For a Nyquist rate ADC design,
increasing the sampling-rate is really challenging, since this ADC needs maintain its
noise floor over the widened bandwidth. To add to the matter, as the ADC can handle a
wider range of input, it is susceptible for the out-of-band interferences, which could be a
few times or order of magnitude bigger than the desired signal. Therefore, the required
dynamic range and sampling speed requirement makes a Nyquist-ADC design highly
impractical.
It is really important to realize that high resolution conversion is not necessary over
the entire frequency range, but only for narrow frequency band of interest, where the
desired signal resides. For frequencies other than that band of interest, the ADC only
needs to tolerate a large input level such as that the large out-of-band blockers are not
going to rail out the ADC. Given these two important observations, ΔΣ ADC truly shines
in the SDR application, as it can provide a high dynamic range only over a narrow
frequency band, while maintaining a high sampling rate. The narrow-band highresolution conversion ensures the conversion process of the ΔΣ ADC is as efficient as
possible. Compared to Nyquist-rate designs, where all the signals (both in-band and outof-band) are still being converted in high resolution, large amount of the power is wasted
in converting signals which has little use for demodulation process. ΔΣ ADC data
conversion process is much more energy efficient.
Aliasing is a major issue that plagues any type of the ADC design. However, for RF
receiver design, an explicit anti-aliasing filter might not be necessary. First, RF
components such as antenna SAW filters, TR switches and duplexers all have limited
operational bandwidth. ΔΣ ADC’s sampling rate is often much higher than the narrow
band of interest, then, the first aliasing Nyquist zone is quite faraway. Hence, the limited
operational bandwidth of various RF components can serve as implicit filtering for
aliasing contents. Even better, bondwire has limited operation bandwidth as well, which
further helps to suppress the aliasing content. Moreover, as shall be discussed later in this
work, other techniques can effectively alleviate the issue of aliasing in an ADC-based RF
receiver design. Overall, the removal of an explicit analog anti-aliasing filter not only
helps to maintain a better power and area budget of the overall design, but it also enables
great flexibility of the design, as the signal bandwidth is no longer explicitly defined in
the analog domain. The final signal selection can be pushed into the digital domain, in the
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form of the application of digital filters. Combined with a programmable digital system
such as FPGA, it allows a possibility of on-the-fly re-programming the digital filters to
accommodate the change of signal bandwidths and applications. This feature is very
amenable and appealing as a concept for reconfigurable RF receiver.

2.3 Digitally-Assisted Receiver Architecture
The beauty of the digitally-assisted Receiver is that a part of the filtering network
is shifted into the digital domain. The analog/RF components can be reduced to its
minimum to enhance the flexibility and better performance vs. power tradeoff for the
overall system. To carry this idea to the extreme, it will very well be an ideal ADC that
fits the idea of software-defined radio. Throughout the past decade, technology scaling
has been marching into the sub-micrometer region, and it enables devices with sizes 100th
of micrometers to come into production. At this point of time, realization of devices size
even down to single digit nanometer is not that far at all. This improvement in the process
shrinking not only makes the digital backend more capable and power efficient than any
time before, but also allows many mixed signal blocks, such as ADC, to evolve at the
same time. In particular, ADC design for wireless applications has experienced major
change in the past decade. In most of the wireless applications, the once dominant
Pipeline architecture has become obsolete. Its throne is now claimed by architectures
such as ΔΣ ADC and SAR ADC. SAR ADC architecture scales more naturally with the
technology shrinking, while the ΔΣ ADC draws great benefits from a more capable
digital backend enabled by the latest technology improvement. In the literature, SAR
ADCs and ΔΣ ADCs have been reported efficiency that is ten times better than Pipeline
ADCs. Because of the more powerful digital core as well as a more capable data
convertor, the conventional way of partitioning between the analog/RF domain and
digital domain is obsolete, and cannot provide the best performance vs. power tradeoff. In
the recent decade, a great amount of research effort has been made in reshaping the
boundary between the digital and analog/RF. Many analog/RF components, which used
to be deemed as essential or critical for the applications, have been removed from the
receiver chain successively. The overall result is a much simpler design with much better
power efficiency.

2.3.1 Passive Mixer-first Receiver Design
The passive mixer-first receiver design centers on the idea of the passive mixer,
which has been reported in 2000 [57][58]. For a fairly long time, active Gilbert mixers
have been the mainstay for the integrated receiver system, because of their gain
performance. However, they suffer from high flicker noise. Passive mixers, on the other
hand, has higher conversion losses but outstanding flicker noise performance [119][120].
Several studies have addressed passive mixer design convers in great detail from the
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perspective of noise, dc offset, second-order distortion and third-order
distortion[120][121][122][123]. Over the years, it has become the mainstream design for
modern commercial integrated receiver systems [59][60].
Also, it has been shown that by utilizing a multiple non-overlapping LO
waveforms, the passive mixer designs can be further optimized [58][60][63][64][65].
Recent mixer-first receiver designs have demonstrated that the architecture can achieve
excellent noise and linearity performance: reference [25] has shown a sample design with
a record-high 25 dBm IIP3, while in [68] a mixer-first system with a 1.9 dB noise figure
is reported with the aid of noise cancellation.

2.4 Wireless Standards
A survey of requirements of a few modern wireless standards is presented in this
section in order to shed light on the basic requirements for a reconfigurable RF receiver.
Some of the RF signal requirement for different standards can be simplified into a
blocker mask and a sensitivity requirement. A short summary between blocker mask
requirements from three existing wireless standards is shown in figure 2.6. The blocker
mask gives a good understanding about the signal level the receiver needs to tolerate at
different frequency offsets. Another requirement is based on the minimum SNR for
successful demodulation as well as the sensitivity requirement of a particular wireless
standard.

Fig. 2.6.a. Blocker masks for three different wireless standards
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Fig. 2.6.b. Blocker masks for LTE with 20 MHz channel bandwidth
The three standards shown figure 2.6 have quite different range of requirements,
which is why a reconfigurable RF receiver is so hard to implement. For instance, the
GSM standard has the narrowest signal bandwidth of 200 KHz. However, it has some of
the toughest blocker mask requirement among the three. In particular, a blocker which is
80 MHz away could be as high as +100 dB larger than the wanted signal. In absolute
scale, it means the blocker can be
times larger than the desired signal. On the other
hand, standards like WiMAX have much wider bandwidth to provide a higher
throughput. Even though WiMAX mandates 20 MHz signal bandwidth, which is 100
times larger than GSM, its blocker mask requirement is much more relaxed compared to
GSM. A reconfigurable RF receiver frontend will have to put up with different
requirements demanded by the different standards.
Ever since the introduction of AMPS in 1983 in Chicago, there are more than a
dozen different wireless standards introduced in the past thirty years as shown in figure
2.7. With each of them presenting unique requirements on the radio system design, it is
impossible and unnecessary to design a flexible radio front-end to address the
requirements for every one of them. Instead, this work is only going to focus on to
address the needs for LTE Advanced only, since most likely the future wireless standards
would face the same challenges that associate with LTE Advanced today.
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Fig. 2.7 Evolution of the wireless communication in the past thirty years.

LTE Advanced presented two major challenges to RF receiver design. The first one
is its fragmented spectrum. Due to the history of spectrum allocation and political
reasons, the availability of spectrum in different countries and regions is fragmented,
which has a profound impact on the deployment of LTE internationally. The availability
of spectrum for 4G varies widely from country to country and by region with some bands
only available in particular countries as shown in figure 2.8. For example, the 700 MHz
band, which is popular band in the U.S., is only going to be adopted by a handful of
operators outside the America. The 1900 MHz band, on the other hand, would have
confined usage only within in the U.S. and Argentina, while the 1500 MHz band would
only be limited in Japan.
The spectrum fragmentation is not an issue in the past, since most of the older
standards are confined to one or limited bands across the world. For instance, GSM is
operating in three bands globally: 900 MH, 1800 MHz (PCS) and 1900 MHz (DCS).
Receiver designs that support LTE in different countries requires different hardware
inside and outside of the chip, which makes it impossible to achieve an universal design
for international LTE support.
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Fig. 2.8 LTE spectrum allocation across the world.

Fig. 2.9 Supporting LTE together with other existing wireless standards
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Fig. 2.10 Five different models of IPhone 5 for global support.
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The problem gets even worse, when we consider the backward compatibility for
legacy wireless standards. Figure 2.9 shows an example of what different wireless
standards need to be supported for different part of the world. There are a total of over 40
different RF bands required. As the result, mobile device manufacturers are facing
serious challenges in supporting LTE. The highly fragmented spectrum requirement
makes it impossible for standardizing devices for a global market. Virtually all countries
regulate their radio spectrum in a different way and large portions of the spectrum that
could be aggregated for LTE are already in use for other devices or services. Therefore,
given the technology limitation, one device for one dedicated region seems to be the cellphone manufactures best strategy so far. For example, the iPhone 5 has five different
models to provide the support for different regions and different carriers as shown in
figure 2.10. For the reason given above, there are two models dedicated to the U.S.
market alone to provide coverage for AT&T and Verizon Wireless.
LTE Advanced provides additional improvement in user data rates through carrier
aggregation (CA). LTE Advanced can aggregate up to five carriers (up to 100 MHz
bandwidth) to a single user and increase capacity for different applications as illustrated
in figure 2.11. As a first step, the current LTE Advanced (Cat 4) can support the
aggregation of two 10 MHz carriers, which allows a peak 150 Mbps data rate.

Fig. 2.11 Five sub-carrier carrier aggregation to generate a higher bandwidth.
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At this time, the 3GPP alliance is aiming on to provide up-to-5 carrier aggregation
with up to 100 MHz total bandwidth support to LTE in the future. They also aim to open
up an unlicensed spectrum at 5 GHz band for further user data rate improvement, as
shown in figure 2.12. Figure 2.13 summarizes the requirement for the modern mobile
devices posed by the LTE Advanced, and figure 2.14 lists some of the supported carrier
aggregation bands by a modern commercial design.

Fig. 2.12 LTE carrier aggregation between the licensed and unlicensed bands.

Fig. 2.13 System requirement for a device supporting LTE CA.
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~ 50 bands of combination

Fig. 2.14 Samples of the supported LTE CA channels from a commercial design.

Each aggregated carrier is often referred to as a component carrier (CC). The CC
can have bandwidth varies from 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20 MHz. Up to five of component
carriers can be combined, the maximum resulting bandwidth can be provided is therefore
100 MHz. Carrier aggregation can be used in both the cases of FDD and TDD. As
demonstrated in figure 2.14, there are three ways to arrange aggregations. The most
straightforward way is to use carriers right next to each other from the same operating
frequency spectrum. It is called intra-band contiguous carrier aggregation. However, this
might not always be possible since the adjacent carriers might not be the available carrier
that can be reallocated. Therefore, LTE-Advanced also requires support for noncontiguous aggregations, which provides the system with wider degree of freedom in
combing different component carriers under different operator allocation scenarios. The
non-contiguous carrier aggregations can be broken down in two cases: the intra-band
non-contiguous case and the inter-band non-contiguous case. The difference between the
above two cases are that the allocated component carriers are from the same operating
frequency spectrum or from two separate frequency bands as detailed in figure 2.15.
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Fig. 2.15 Three different scenarios for carrier aggregations.

In earlier part in this section, we mentioned that there is another modern standard,
802.11.ac (or 5G Wi-Fi), based on a similar idea of the bandwidth reallocation scheme as
the LTE Advanced. One example of channel bonding is shown in figure 2.16, where two
20 MHz channels are combined to form a 40 MHz channel to provide faster data
throughput. Compared to the case of LTE Advanced, where each of the component
carriers maintains its own spectrum mask, the channel bonding eliminates the original
channels before combining and takes all the resulted spectrum to form a wider channel.
From the spectrum perspective, channel bonding is more efficient, since it removes all
physical frequency separation, such as guard bands between adjacent channels. However,
it is not as flexible as the carrier aggregation in the LTE Advanced case, since it can only
combine nearby channels, while LTE Advanced can even reallocate sub-carriers from
different frequency bands for the same users. Also, 802.11.ac poses stringent requirement
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on the physical hardware, since the channels can have different spectrum shape with
various bandwidth, while LTE Advanced can work with the same physical layer since
each component carrier doesn’t change its spectrum identity with or without being
allocated.
It should not be surprising that the future wireless standards would have to share
many of the same design challenges such as LTE Advanced. The struggle between
limited spectrum and the never-enough bandwidth demand will get worse as the
remaining commercial spectrums become even more scarce over time. A reconfigurable
receiver, therefore, would be highly preferable in the future. A reconfigurable frontend
not only needs to be able to hop around different bands to support different standards, but
more importantly, its flexibility should also be able to support the same standard such as
LTE over its fragmented spectrums. In addition, compared to the conventional definition
of the reconfigurable frontend, the new generation of SDR receiver also has to be able to
reconfigure within the signal bandwidth to provide support for carrier aggregation or
channel bonding.
This work is to explore novel architectures for the new generation of SDR receiver
designs, which can be reconfigurable inside and outside of the signal bandwidth to
address the needs and challenges presented by the future wireless standards.

Fig. 2.16 Channel bonding for two 20 MHz channels.
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2.5 Performance Comparison of Existing
Designs
The major technology advancement in the past decade is the realization of a
multi-standard multi-radio on a single monolithic die design, which was initially deemed
as impossible due to signal isolation issues. At first, short-range standards, such as Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth were integrated onto a single piece of silicon, for their more forgiving
performance requirements. Today, single piece of system on chip (SoC) solutions can
provide support for even the long-range cellular standards. The performance of state-ofart designs are summarized in table 2.1. The listed performance metrics such as noise
figure, IIP2 and IIP3 reveals the trade-offs made to address the different requirements
posed by different standards. For example, GPS receivers have lower noise figure since
the signal level from the GPS satellites can potentially be lower than the thermal noise
floor. On the other hand, wireless LAN solutions stress more on the bandwidth it can
provide as the data rate is the most important metric. Furthermore, the reported
performance in table 2.1 also highlights how technology is evolving over the past decade.
Take GPS receiver designs for example. As the technology scaled from 90nm down to
40nm, the reported GPS designs manage to achieve more than 8 times power reduction,
while maintaining the same noise figure performance. On the other side, WCDMA
receivers also experience a factor of two power reduction. Another important
improvement in the receiver designs which is not covered in the table 2.1 is the reduction
of the external components. For instance, GSM is the standard known for its stringent
spectrum mask requirement. Conventional GSM receivers require multiple stages of
external SAW filters to meet the spectrum mask requirement. In the recent years,
multiple works has reported GSM receivers required less external filtering and sometimes
even no filtering at all, such as [106]. SAW-less GSM and WCDMA receiver systems
can now be found in wide-range of cellular devices, which improves the form-factor of
the mobile devices as well as makes the wireless technology more affordable.
Also, multiple receivers reported in table 2.1 can support more than one standard.
For example, the EDGE standard is a standard built on top the GPRS to provide a better
spectral efficiency. It operates on the same spectrum as the GPRS, but it requires a more
linear frontend as the advanced modulation scheme it adopted. In this case, a receiver
which can support EDGE will be able to meet the GPRS requirements with ease.
Therefore, most of the EDGE receivers are back-ward compatible with GPRS as well.
This is an enforcing statement that reconfigurable receiver is preferable, and its
performance is also set by the standards with more stringent requirements.
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[8]
[77]
[104]
[111]
[2]
[78]
[79]
[80]
[81]
[104]
[116]
[111]
[112]
[117]
[82]
[8]
[83]
[84]
[85]
[102]
[106]
[86]
[87]
[88]
[101]
[110]
[89]
[90]
[118]
[91]
[92]
[103]
[109]
[111]
[113]
[105]
[71]

Year

Standard

Technology

Power
(mW)

NF
(dB)

IIP3
(dBm)

IIP2
(dBm)

2004
2007
2010
2012
2005
2006
2006
2007
2008
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2001
2006
2005
2005
2008
2010
2011
2005
2006
2008
2010
2011
2007
2007
2014
2005
2006
2010
2011
2012
2013
2010
2013

Bluetooth
Bluetooth
Bluetooth
Bluetooth
802.11g
802.11a/b/g
802.11n
802.11n
802.11a/g/n
WLAN
802.11n
WLAN
WLAN
802.11a/b/g/n/ac
GSM
GSM/GPRS
GSM/GPRS
GPRS/EDGE
GPRS/EDGE
EDGE
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
CDMA
WCDMA
WCDMA
WCDMA/HSPA
WCDMA/GSM
CDMA2000
TD-SCDMA
TD-SCDMA
GPS
GPS
GPS
GPS
GPS
GPS
Wi-MAX
LTE-Advanced

0.13μm
0.13μm
65nm
65nm
0.18μm
0.18μm
90nm
0.13μm
90nm
65nm
65nm
65nm
45nm
40nm
0.35μm
90nm
0.18μm
BiCMOS
0.13μm
0.13μm
65nm
BiCMOS
BiCMOS
0.18μm
0.13μm
65nm
0.13μm
BiCMOS
40nm
90nm
BiCMOS
65nm
45nm
65nm
40nm
65nm
65nm

60
48
21
23
324
310
170
275
270
72
103
72
75
320
75
84
256
202
140
70
75
151
50
105
60
50
150
95
30
84
20
23
12
6.5
10
126
155

5
4
5.5
5.5
6
4.5
4
4.5
4
4
3
5
2
2.7
3
2.5
2.9
2.7
3
9
2.8
2.5
2.4
9.2
3.5
1.7/2.4
2
5
2.3
2.7
2
2.1
3.8
4.5

-18
3
5
14
-16
-25
-15
-9
-12
-0.5
0
0
-2
-5
-3
1
-14
0.4
5
1.5
-5
-7
2.4

46
40
45
55
50
55
65
55
50
51
25
55
60
58

Table 2.1 RF receiver performance summary
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Multi-mode and multi-standard receivers are more capable than just to provide
backward compatibility for older standards. From the late 80s, vary large system
integration (VLSI) is always the driving force of the silicon industry. There is always the
desire to expend success of VLSI from the digital domain into the RF field to achieve a
better cost reduction in the RF designs. Integration of multi-radio on a single die,
however, was deemed impossible initially, since it is challenging to provide enough
isolation for different radio systems on single piece of silicon so that each radio system
can maintain its functionality. Fortunately, it has been demonstrated that with careful
layout planning and novel design techniques, multi-radio on single die design is
achievable. Table 2.2 shows a list of multi-mode radios that have been published in the
literature.
Table 2.2 reveals the development progress of the integration of multi-mode radio
in the past decade. Initially, only standards with less stringent performance requirement,
such as GPS, Bluetooth, and FM, are integrated into a single chip. Today, single-chip
commercial solutions can easily long-range cellular standards, such as WCDMA and
GSM, and support for GPS at the same time.
Table 2.2 also highlights the improvement in the number of frequency bands can
be supported by a single chip solution. At first, receiver design is frequency band
specific. The design is highly optimized for one standard and one band only. Later on, the
receivers are more flexible to provide multi-band support for one standard. Nowadays, a
WCDMA receiver can support more than 10 different bands. This again underlines the
importance of a reconfigurable receiver design. Due to spectrum scarcity, future
standards might have an even more fragmented spectrum than LTE, a reconfigurable
receiver design can greatly reduce the design overhead, and consequently achieve costeffective solution.
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Entry
[93]

Broadcom BRCM 2075

[94]

Broadcom BRCM 4329

[104] Broadcom BRCM (2010)
[95]

Marvell (2009)

[117] Marvell (2014)
[96]

Freescale

[97]

TI

[112] TI (2013)
[98]

Skyworks

[99]

Qualcomm (2009)

[108] Qualcomm (2011)
[116] Atheros (2011)
[107] ST-Ericsson (2011)
[111] MediaTek (2012)

[118] MediaTek (2014)
[71] Ericsson (2013)

Supported Standards

Frequency Bands

Bluetooth (EDR)
GPS
FM
802.11n
Bluetooth (EDR)
FM
802.11a/b/g/n
Bluetooth (EDR)
FM
802.11
WiMAX
3-stream 802.11a/b/g/n/ac
MIMO
WCDMA/HSDPA
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
CDMA2000
802.11n 2X2 b/g-band
802.11n 2X2 a-band
WCDMA/HSDPA/HSUPA
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
WCDMA/HSDPA/HSUPA
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
GPS
WCDMA/HSDPA/HSUPA
GSM/GPRS/EDGE
GPS
3 Stream 802.11n MIMO
WCDMA
EDGE
WiFi a/b/g/n
Bluetooth
FM
GPS
2G/3G TD-SCDMA
LTE Advanced
with up to 3 carrier
aggregations

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
6

Table 2.2. A summary for modern multi-mode multi-radio designs.
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10
4
3
1
2
1
11
4
10
4
1
8
4
1
6
9
4
7
2

2.5.1 Software-Defined Radio Implementation
Last but not the least, there are also a number of demonstrations of softwaredefined radio implementations reported in the literature, such as [102][27][66]. All the
designs have flexible forward signal paths that can be reconfigured in different ways. All
of the designs employ a single-down-conversion architecture followed by a series of
baseband filters where the filters’ corner frequencies can be adjusted to support different
modulation scheme used by the different standards.
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Chapter 3
ΔΣ Receiver System Architecture
3.1. Introduction
Continued evolution of wideband wireless communications drives the need for
flexible receivers capable of multi-mode, multi-standard operation [27][28]. A universal
4G-LTE device, for example, is anticipated to operate from 450 MHz to 3800 MHz with
varying bandwidths. A downconverting analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is an
architecture capable of such operation [29][30]. By embedding the mixer inside the
feedback loop, a highly linear design is achievable. By utilizing a low-noise
transconductance amplifier (LNTA) in front of the ADC, this architecture can perform a
low noise direct RF-to-digital conversion. The center frequency is tuned by an external
oscillator, and the bandwidth is set by the decimation filter. With large dynamic range,
this architecture enables the ADC to migrate closer to the antenna, enabling many signal
conditioning features to be implemented in the digital domain, thus benefiting from
technology scaling.
While the direct-conversion architecture is still prevalent in commercial mobile
handsets, significant research effort has been shifted towards novel schemes that employ
bandpass or downconverting ADCs. Previous implementations of downconverting
receivers with switched-capacitor loop filters have demonstrated wide-tuning range or
high dynamic range, but not both [29][30]. In general, the dynamic range has been
limited by the clock jitter injected at high frequencies from the feedback digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). Jitter directly degrades the SNDR of the receiver, since it cannot be
distinguished from input noise. A non-return-to-zero (NRZ) signal waveform helps
reduce the jitter sensitivity by reducing the transitions, while a multi-level DAC improves
the jitter immunity by reducing the transition steps. However, both techniques are
challenging to implement at high frequencies. This thesis demonstrates a system that
achieves a high dynamic range together with a wide-tuning range, enabled by the
implementation of a four-level NRZ DAC. The overall system linearity is further
enhanced by a highly-linear class-AB LNTA.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses various architecture
design tradeoffs in order to motivate the choices made in this design. Section 3.3 presents
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circuit implementation details, and Section 3.4 presents measurement results. The chapter
is concluded in Section 3.5.

3.2 Receiver Architecture

In the following discussion, various system architectures are evaluated and
compared, and the impact of clock jitter is studied and analyzied. In addition, a
behavioral model of a current-mode integration sampler (CMIS) mixer is derived.
Finally, an architecture capable of addressing the desired specifications is proposed.

3.2.1 System Level Design
To meet the requirements of software-defined radio (SDR) applications, an ADC
has to meet two major challenges. The first is that its dynamic range has to be large
enough to process the input signal together with the blockers. The other is that it needs to
downconvert the input signal from the carrier frequency to baseband. A bandpass ΔΣ
ADC Fig. 1 is seemingly an ideal candidate for this application. However its design
requires resonators with high quality factors, which are difficult to realize in CMOS
technology. Passive resonator designs offer higher Q, but come with a large area
overhead and limited tuning range. On the other hand, active resonators are tunable but
suffer from limited quality factors. In addition, active designs lead to large power
overhead and limit the system’s linearity.
An alternative design of a bandpass ΔΣ system is proposed in [32]. By summing the
feedback signals from the two interleaved channels, it forms a bandpass feedback
structure as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Taking advantage the idea of current mode integration
sampling which would be elaborated later, the sampler in Fig. 3.2(a) can be transformed
into a mixer and be moved inside of the ΔΣ loop as in Fig. 3.2(b). The bandpass feedback
suppresses the swing at the RF nodes, and enhances the linearity of both the LNTA as
well as the baseband ΔΣ ADCs). The two channels of the ΔΣ ADCs also serve to
oversample the input data by a factor of two, thus providing a 3dB SNR improvement.
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Fig. 3.1. Band-pass ΔΣ modulator loop filter in Z transform.
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Fig. 3.2. Bandpass feedback created with two ΔΣ modulators.
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3.2.2 Loop Filter Structure
There are numerous ΔΣ loop filter structures reported in the literature [33][7]. As
shown in Fig. 3.3 a second order all feedback cascaded integrators with distributed
feedback (CIFB) structure is chosen for this design because of concerns for stability and
peaking in signal transfer function (STF). The STF and noise transfer function (NTF) of
the chosen loop structure is shown in Fig. 3.4. The STF is ensured to be maximally flat
for the entire band to maintain better wide-band blocker resilience. The NTF takes
advantage of the large over-sampling ratio (OSR) between the baseband bandwidth of the
wireless standards and the much higher carrier frequencies to provide the aforementioned
large dynamic range desired.
1) Loop Stability: A major tradeoff in ΔΣ ADC design is the one between loop
stability and the aggressiveness of the noise shaping. As demonstrated in [33], by
optimizing complex poles and zeroes, a more aggressive NTF can be achieved without
raising the order of the loop filter or increasing the OSR, as shown in Fig 3.5.
For ADC designs which are only targeted for a fixed sampling frequency, their loop
stability can be well compensated with additional tuning range in the feedback and
feedforward factors [34][35]. However, for SDR applications, the desired frequency of
operation can spread over a decade, which results complex loop structures such as CRFB
(chain of resonators with weighted feedforward summation) or CIFF (chain of integrators
with feedforward summation and local resonator feedback), far less appealing.

Fig. 3.3. A second order CIFB ΔΣ loop filter.
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Fig. 3.4. Signal and noise transfer functions of a second-order modulator.

Fig. 3.5. Simulation results with complex zeroes.
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2) Peaking in STF: Another challenge for the RF ΔΣ design is the flatness of the
STF. As summarized in [33], ΔΣ loop filter architectures can be summarized as: CIFB,
CIFF, CRFB and CRFF (chain of resonators with weighted feedforward summation and
local resonator feedback). CIFF and CRFF are popular choices in ΔΣ ADC design
because a smaller number of feedback DACs are required; these DACs are often the
bottlenecks in the designs. However, a major drawback for CIFF or CRFF design is
ripple in the STF. Without a loss of generality, from the simple loop shown in Fig. 3.6, it
can be shown as:

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Fig. 3.6. A simplified ΔΣ loop filter.
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From the equations (11) and (12), poles in NTF(z) become zero(es) in L(z), and
hence show up as zero(es) in STF(z). This in turn results in peaking in the STF. One
graphical example for CIFF architecture is shown in Fig. 3.7.
In some applications such as audio CODEC out-of-band STF peaking can be
tolerated due to the frontend anti-aliasing filters or microphone wind filters. However, in
SDR applications, peaking in the STF degrades the receiver’s out-of-band interference
resilience. Due to the absence of any front-end filtering, interference that coincides with
the STF peaks would be “amplified” and hence desensitize the receiver. In the worst case
scenario, it might exceed the ADC’s full scale range, causing the ΔΣ ADC to clip.
Recent ΔΣ ADCs [31][34][36] have reported loop architectures with a FIRfeedback-DAC design. Embedding an FIR filter into the DAC is a low-power technique
that effectively alleviates the jitter sensitivity of a high-speed ΔΣ system, which is a
major factor limiting the dynamic range. However, loop filters with an FIR DAC result in
large out-of-band peaking in the STF, which makes this technique unsuitable for SDR
applications. For a FIR filter F(z)

(13)

(14)

where G(z) is the loop filter of the ΔΣ system as shown in Fig. 3.6. Then for the FIR filter
in the DAC

∑

∑

(15)

where a is the weighting factors for the taps in the FIR DAC. Most of the FIR DAC based
designs have small number of taps such as 4 to 8 taps ([31][34][37]), therefore the
equation (14) is quite manageable. In the frequency range where F(z)G(z)>>1, (5)
reduces to NTF(z)≈0, and (14) yields
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Fig. 3.7. Signal transfer function peaking in CIFF architecture.
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(16)

In general, F(z)G(z)>>1at low frequency, since NTF(z) should filter out most of the
quantization noise at the low frequency. On the other hand, STF would be flat if F(z) is
just a short. Or by (14), then

∑

(17)

Since F(z) is a FIR function, it has nulls at different frequencies. By (17), these
nulls results in peaking in the STF. The actual height of such peaks relates to the loop
structure as well as the number of taps in the FIR filter. In [34][36], peaking levels higher
than 10 dB have been reported with 4-tap and 8-tap.
The STF and NTF of the chosen second-order all feedback CIFB structure is shown
in Fig. 3.3. The STF is flat for the entire bandwidth to ensure better blocker resilience.

Fig. 3.8. A simplified ΔΣ loop model for FIR DAC.
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3.2.3. Jitter Sensitivity
Clock jitter is a major performance limiting factor for any high speed ADC design.
It has been reported in [38] that clock jitter perturbs the amount of the charge from the
feedback DAC and degrades the in-band SNR, but the actual mechanism as to how clock
jitter compromises the high speed in-band performance has not been analyzed in detail.
One widely held belief is that the side skirt of the phase noise of the source clock is
the cause of the SNR degradation for high-speed ΔΣ ADC, since it reciprocal
downconverts the quantization noise which previously has been pushed to a higher
frequencies due to the noise-shaping feature of a ΔΣ modulator. A simplified loop model
with the effect of phase noise can be built as shown in Fig. 3.9. Fig. 3.10 shows the
simulated added noise from an approximated phase noise spectrum with noise-shaped
output spectrum from a second-order ΔΣ modulator. This approximated phase noise
profile results a 1 ps rms clock jitter. The added noise, which is shown as the dashed line
in Fig. 3.10, is at least 20 dB below the in-band noise floor, which suggests that the
impact of 1 ps rms jitter should have minor effect on the overall noise performance,
which is clearly contradicting reported results in the literature.

Fig. 3.9. A simplified ΔΣ loop model with phase noise.
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Fig. 3.10. Simulated output spectrum with phase noise model.
The physical origin of the jitter sensitivity of high-speed systems is the nonlinear
nature of the loop. A ΔΣ modulator can provide a dynamic range far exceeding the limit
of its low-resolution quantizer. In the time domain, the ΔΣ’s output is a pulse-densitymodulated (PDM) bit sequence as shown in Fig. 3.11. The PDM nature of the bit
sequence provides an additional dimension to encode data, so a ΔΣ ADC’s dynamic
range is not limited by its quantizer. When lower resolution is designated for the
quantizer, the modulator has to modulate the output density more aggressively to
maintain the same dynamic range compared to the case when the quanziter has higher
resolution. This result is more frequent switching between different levels in the output
sequence.
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Fig. 3.11. Time domain output waveform for ΔΣ ADCs with different quantizer levels.
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Clock jitter introduces noise every time there is a switching event in the output
sequence. The more frequently the output switches, the more noise would be added, then
the in-band SNR suffers. Therefore, a quantizer with higher resolution is preferred for
high-speed ΔΣ modulator designs.
1) Comparison of DAC implementations: Most common feedback DAC pulse
shapes reported in the literature can be summarized as non-return-to-zero (NRZ), returnto-zero (RZ), exponential and half-sinusoid [39]. As reported in [40], even though raisedcosine DACs looks promising, the complexity of such a design poses implementation
challenges. A switch-capacitor DAC, which has a exponential pulse shape, is a popular
choice for discrete-time ADC design. To first order, the feedback charge is set by the
reference voltage and the capacitor size, so it should not be affected by the clock jitter. In
reality, due to slewing and settling, the system is still sensitive to clock jitter.
Furthermore, since the SC DAC’s feedback level is fixed by the reference voltage and
capacitor sizes, the design lacks the flexibility to support wide frequency range, making it
less appealing for SDR applications. In comparison, current DACs, such as RZ and NRZ
DACs, feedback charge can scale naturally with the clock frequency, thus enables a wide
frequency range of operation for the overall system. Therefore, RZ and NRZ DACs are
the only clear choices.
Reference [39] discusses how single-bit RZ and NRZ DACs are affected by timing
uncertainties. Figure 3.12 shows how clock jitter impacts the RZ and NRZ DACs output
pulses. Timing uncertainties are modeled as a zero-mean random white noise process
with a variance
. As illustrated in Fig. 3.12, clock jitter modulates the pulse width of
the feedback signal, hence introduces a noise charge of a size of IFeedback∆t. In the singlebit DAC case, the feedback current IFeedback is the feedback DAC current IDAC, as shown
in the Fig. 3.12, while in the multi-bit case, IFeedback is related to the feedback level
resolved by the quantizer. One major difference between the RZ and NRZ designs is that
the feedback current of the RZ DAC is larger than the NRZ DAC, due to the fact that
pulse width is narrower, as shown in Fig. 3.12. Therefore, RZ DACs are more sensitive to
timing uncertainties, as more noise charge is injected than the NRZ DAC case. Shown in
Fig. 3.12 (a), the noise charge in the RZ DAC has the same width as in the NRZ DAC
case, but a factor of δ taller, therefore the noise charge is a factor of δ larger in the RZ
DAC case. Also, RZ DAC has worse jitter performance because of one more transition
edge in every cycle, therefore the dynamic range is approximately 3 dB worse [40].
Fig. 3.12 (b) compares the effect of jitter on multi-bit RZ and NRZ DACs.
Compared to single-bit DACs, the multi-bit DACs are less sensitive to jitter since the
DACs don’t always operate at the full-scale range as do single-bit DACs. The noise
charge Fig. 7 (a) and (b) still have the same width for the same amount of jitter. However,
the height of the noise charge varies with the input signal statistics. The more levels the
DAC has, the less often or likely it would operate at the full scale output, so the less noise
charge would be dumped into the integrators. In summary, more levels in the DAC
reduce the jitter sensitivity.
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Fig. 3.12. Comparison of jitter impact on RZ and NRZ DACs.
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2) Jitter analysis and simulation models: The jitter sensitivity of ADCs with singlebit feedback DACs have been studied in the literature in the past. References [38] [42]
offer derivations of jitter sensitivity for systems with single-bit DACs for both the RZ and
NRZ cases. With some modification on [42] which would be detailed in the appendix A
at the end of this chapter, the SNR for a multi-bit NRZ and RZ DAC can be written as

(18)
( )

(19)
( )

where the A is the amplitude for a sinusoidal input, and
, which
√
is the power in the modulator’s output sequence. The Py in the RZ case and Pyd in the
NRZ case can be extracted from behavioral simulations. Table 3.1 lists different values of
Py and Pyd for a second-order modulator, assuming a 1 ps rms jitter for a 2 GHz clock.
The numbers from Table 3.1 are then substituted into equations (18) and (19) to calculate
the effective SNR, which are summarized in Table 3.2. Based on simulation and previous
measurement result [44], 1 ps rms jitter roughly corresponds to 60 dB SNR.

Table 3.1. Value of Py and Pyd with different number of levels of DACs.
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Table 3.2. SNR improvement between RZ and NRZ DACs with different DAC levels.

One difference between the RZ DAC and the NRZ DAC from Table 3.2 is that at a
higher number of levels, the improvement of the RZ DAC saturates, while the NRZ
DAC’s SNR keeps increasing. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the NRZ DAC’s output waveform
is smoother as more levels are introduced. In theory, when the NRZ DAC approaches
infinite resolution, the output waveform approaches a sine wave for a sinusoidal input.
The difference between DAC levels from adjacent cycles would be reduced, hence the
jitter induced noise charge can be reduced as well. In reality, implementing a linear DAC
with resolution beyond 3 bits comes with substantial design challenges as well as a large
power and area penalty.
On the other hand, for the RZ DAC, the improvement in SNR saturates because the
increment in the DAC’s levels doesn’t help to reduce the step size. Due to its nature, the
RZ DAC has transitions as large as the output full-scale of the DAC, so the noise charge
induced would not scale as nicely as in the NRZ DAC case. For this implementation, it
saturates roughly at the 2-bit level, as listed in Table 3.2.

3.2.4. Current-Mode-Integration Mixing/Sampling
This design, similar to [30], relies on current mode integration sampling (CMIS)
[43] to provide frequency translation within the loop. A graphical representation of
sampling is shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 3.14. In the time domain (Fig. 3.13), the input
signal is multiplied with an impulse train s(t), which translates to a convolution between
the input signal and an impulse train in the frequency domain as in Fig. 3.14. The results
are shown in Fig. 3.15. Because of aliasing, the signal, DC offset and blockers at
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Fig. 3.13. Equivalent sampling model in time domain.
.

Fig. 3.14. Equivalent sampling model in frequency domain.

harmonics of the carrier frequency would fold down to baseband. In practical cases, the
desired signal cannot be resolved properly.
On the other hand, Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17 shows simplified models of the input
signal mixed with a square-wave clock with a 50% duty cycle. The sinc filter in Fig. 3.17
is due to the square shape of the clock. For a clock with 50% duty cycle, this sinc filter
nulls out the even-order harmonic contents of the clock frequency. Note that in Fig. 3.16
a0 = 0. This is because most of mixer circuit designs employ differential structures, that
help to reject common-mode noise or DC offsets. The mixing process is illustrated in Fig.
13. Compared with the sampling case shown in Fig. 3.15, the additional sinc filter rejects
contents at the even-order harmonics, and attenuates the odd-order harmonics except for
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Fig. 3.15. Effect in the frequency domain of using sampling to downconvert RF signal.
.
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Fig. 3.16. Equivalent mixing model in time domain.
.

Fig. 3.17. Equivalent mixing model in frequency domain.

the one at DC. It can be shown that the attenuation at
is , which is commonly
described as conversion loss in the RF-community. Fig. 3.18 also exposes that the
scheme is susceptible to higher order odd-order harmonics, such as the third-order
harmonic shown here, when mixing with a 50% duty-cycle clock.
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Fig. 3.18. Effect in the frequency domain of using mixing to downconvert RF signal.
.
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Current-mode integration sampling (CMIS) behaves like mixing [44]. Consider a
CMI sampler shown in Fig. 3.19. Instead of capturing the instantaneous voltage at the
moment that switch M1 turns off, capacitor CH integrates the input current over a period
of time set by the LO. It can then be shown [44] that,

∫

where

for

((

and

)

)

(20)

elsewhere. TLO is the integration

period.
Fig. 3.20 gives a graphical representation of the above equation. While a sinc filter
is in the clock path in the mixing case as shown in Fig. 3.16 CMIS has the sinc filter in
the signal path as shown in Fig. 3.17. Therefore, for a LO clock with the same 50% duty
cycle, the output from mixing and CMIS is identical for the reasoning shown in Fig. 3.18
Also, the DC offset in the case of CMIS can be rejected by a differential implementation.
CMIS is also susceptible to higher odd-order harmonics folding as in the mixing case.

Fig. 3.19. Current-mode integration sampler with single-ended output.
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Fig. 3.20. Equivalent model for CMIS to downconvert RF signal in frequency domain.

For this particular design, a CMIS design with 50% duty cycle is chosen for its ease
to integrate with the rest of the system. As demonstrated in figure 3.21, the current-mode
nature of the CMIS mixer allows most parts of the system remained in current mode
operation, except at the input of the low noise trans-conductance amplifier and the input
of the comparators. As the result, large voltage swing in the intermediate nodes are
completely avoided, and hence a much better linearity performance is ensured, which
would be further elaborated in the Chapter 4.

Fig. 3.21. Simplifed model for CMIS integrated with rest of the system.
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3.2.5. Summary
A four channel second-order ADC with CIFB all-feedback loop structure has been
chosen for this work in order to achieve a maximally flat STF response and flexibility to
support a wide frequency range. Also, a 2-bit NRZ DAC is selected for better jitter
immunity and lower power consumption compared to higher resolution options. Finally,
each of the ADCs is implemented as discrete-time as in [30] with a CMIS mixer
employed. The discrete-time design allows the CMIS mixers to be seamlessly integrated,
and helps to reduce the complexity for a system intended to operate over a wide range of
frequency.
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Appendix A
Derivation OF Multi-Bit RZ and NRZ DAC Jitter
Sensitivity

The jitter sensitivity of ΔΣ ADCs with single-bit feedback DACs have been well
studied in the literature in the past. For this work, a modified derivation from [40] can
address the multi-bit feedback case. For any ΔΣ system in the jitter-free case, it is can be
shown as
(21)

Yo(z) is the output free from jitter, and X(z) is the input. Qo(z) is the quantization noise.
HNTF and HSTF stand for the noise transfer function and the signal transfer function.
With the impact of the clock jitter, the above equation can be rewritten as
̃

(22)

where ̃
is the feedback signal modulated by the jitter, and Y(z) and Q(z) stands for
the output and the quantization noise with the effect of the clock jitter.
To extract the overall effect of the jitter,

̃

̃
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(23)

where ̃
is the jitter-induced additional quantization noise. Within the low frequency
in-band, ̃
is suppressed by the huge loop gain from the noise transfer function,
therefore, its effect can be neglected. Therefore the above equation simplifies into
(24)

From (24), the output jitter-induced noise PSD can be described as
|

|

̃

is the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) of the autocorrelation of ̃
Given the fact that the clock jitter is uncorrelated with the quantized output, then
̃

̃

̃

(25)

.

(26)

̃

where ̃
. j[n] is the small perturbation around the ideal
clock edge induced by the jitter. Let
, then ̃
,
therefore,

̃

(27)

where Pyd is the autocorrelation between different yd[n]. Pyd is the key in describing a ΔΣ
modulator’s performance under the impact of the clock jitter. From the early discussion,
it has been shown that the performance under the jitter is related to the loop dynamic,
input signal statistic and the system’s nonlinear nature. Pyd helps to capture all of these
essential pieces of information for the jitter analysis of a ΔΣ system.
From (25) and (27), the jitter-induced in-band noise PSD is

|

|
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(28)

Following the analysis shown in the appendix in [42], near the center of the
passband, the signal transfer function can be expressed as

|

(29)

|

|

|

Since the interest here is the low-frequency in-band, the

.

Therefore, the overall in-band jitter-induced noise power is then given by

(30)

Equation (30) suggests that the clock jitter is not noise shaped but simply spreading
by OSR, due to the fact that the jitter is injected through the first DAC. The loop filter
would treat it in the same way as it does to the input signal, therefore, the jitter noise is
not noise shaped. Finally, the SNR of a ΔΣ modulator with a multi-bit NRZ DAC with a
sinusoidal input with amplitude A can be shown as

(31)
( )

For the RZ DAC case, equation (27) can be rewritten as
(32)

̃

where
, which is the power in the modulator’s output sequence.
√
And the rest of the analysis will follow what has been shown above. Then

(33)
( )
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Chapter 4
Experimental Prototype
4.1. Introduction to System Implementation

The overall architecture of the receiver is shown in Fig. 4.1. For the sake of clarity,
the system diagram is shown as single-ended, while the actual design is fully differential.
The ΔΣ receiver includes both I and Q channels. A low noise transconducatance amplifier
(LNTA) in each channel converts the input RF voltage into an output RF current. A
programmable gain of 20 dB is implemented by changing the bias current in both the
LNTA and the feedback DACs. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the output of the LNTA is then
split into two interleaved paths for I and Q channels, each of which contains a pair of
passive mixers, which are implemented as a pair of CMIS switches, The signal is then
processed by a second-order loop filter implemented using a passive switched-capacitor
network. A two-bit quantizer is digitizing the filtered signal and its output is fed back to
the RF summing node.
With two channels of ΔΣ ADC’s RF feedback signal, an effective bandpass
feedback is created at the summing node. This multi-bit bandpass feedback suppresses
the RF voltage swing; consequently, it improves the overall linearity performance. In
comparison to [31][30], the two-bit network effectively reduces the swing at RF node by
a factor of three. However, due to the lack of front-end gain, the reduced swing in the
system posed a serious design challenge on the comparator design, which will be
thoroughly discussed in this section. The entire system takes in an external clock
operating at twice the speed of the carrier frequency. All the necessary clock phases
needed are then generated internally.
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Fig 4.1 Simplified block diagram of the entire receiver

4.2 Circuit Design Designs

4.2.1 Sub-channel Design

A detailed schematic of the I-channel is shown in Fig. 4.2. Two channels of
interleaved ΔΣ ADCs create a bandpass ΔΣ feedback on the RF summing junction. The
high output impedance of the LNTA forces the output current to flow through the mixer,
switched at an externally-supplied fLO. When the LO signal is high, the output current
from the LNTA charges a pair of capacitors (C1a, C1b) in the top path. When the LO
signal is low, these capacitors are isolated from the input, and the signal is held constant.
This two-path scheme indirectly implements a sample-and-hold function for the
subsequent switched-capacitor circuits. The sample-and-hold feature of the mixer limits
the jitter sensitivity to the LOs rising edge only, however, the feedback DAC
implementation does impact the SNDR of the receiver. C1a and C1b are chosen to be 5 pF
to trade off among distortion, noise and power favorably as discussed in [44].
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Fig. 4.2. Simplified schematic of the I-channel.
.
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4.2.2 Low Noise Transconductance Amplifier

Fig. 4.3 illustrates the design of the front-end LNTA. A class-AB dual common
gate (CG) amplifier provides both wide-band input matching and good linearity. To
improve both noise performance and power efficiency, the gm of the four tail current
sources are reused by AC-coupling the RF input signal to their respective gates. The
input common-mode voltage is set by two replica biases that mimic the biasing
conditions of the NMOS CG and the PMOS CG. The LNTAs differential outputs are ACcoupled to the mixer switches, and the output common mode voltage is set by a commonmode feedback amplifier connected to the mixers. The LNTA provides a
transconductance gain of up to 20 dB from a 1.5 V supply with the CMIS circuits. The
key feature is that the entire system is based on current mode operation. All the internal
nodes are at low impedance (enforced by the cascode devices) except for the output
nodes, whose swing is suppressed by the low impedance enforced by the global loop.
One major issue with such a design is how to combine the output current. Since
there are two pairs of output currents flowing out of the LNTA, no conventional
techniques can be used. One possibility is to borrow the idea of distributive active
transformer (DAT) from [16] to create an active transformer current summation network
as shown in Fig. 4.4. One nice benefit of transformer-based output combining network is
that the transformer network itself, with proper design, can absorb the parasitic capacitor
loadings on each side, therefore, it can potentially achieve a low-loss signal combining.
Moreover, the common-mode voltage can be easily defined by connecting a desired bias
voltage to the center tap on the secondary winding. However, software-define radio
system need to operate at a low frequency range, where the transformer design could cost
a huge area overhead. In addition, because of the insertion loss requirement, a
transformer network could only support a rather limited frequency range. This makes
transformer-based design less appealing for software define radio application, where a
wide range of frequency of operation is a must. The transformer structure shown in Fig.
4.4 has a size of 200 μm by 200 μm. It can only support a tunable range up to 500 MHz
centering around 2 GHz, which is clearly not enough for software-define radio
application.
As the result, a capacitor-coupling network is used. To carefully manage the
insertion loss, different capacitor layout structures have been studied. Iterations on
different layout structures and their extraction results have suggested that avoiding the
first and second layers of metal provides the best tradeoff between area overhead and the
overall insertion loss. Detail analysis results are listed in Table 4.1. The extracted
parasitic capacitor results are also further verified with the aid of 3D simulation cad tools
such as EMX, which is also listed in Table 4.1.
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Fig. 4.3. Low noise transconductance front-end design with bias.
.
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Fig. 4.4. Transformer-based output combining topology.

Table 4.1 Parasitic capacitor extraction result for different capacitor layout topology.

It can be shown the noise figure for the LNTA design detailed in Fig. 4.3 can be
expressed as

̅̅̅
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(34)

where Gm = gmn + gmp is the overall trans-conductance of the common-source stages, and
Gmc = gmnc + gmpc is the overall trans-conductance for the common gate stages. Rs stands
for the loading impedance presented from the next stage.

Fig. 4.5. 3-dimentional NF plot and 2-dimentional NF contour.
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Fig. 4.5. 3-dimentional NF plot and 2-dimentional NF contour.
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Noise and linearity simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6
respectively. The LNTA can achieve a 2.8 dB NF and an IIP3 close to +20 dBm. The
superb linearity of the LNTA design benefit from its class-AB based design. Even though
the LNTA can handle large signal transient, its noise figure performance cannot keep up
with it. The noise figure measured with 0 dBm blocker level is close to 13 dB as can be
seen from Fig. 4.5. The reason can be explained as shown in Fig. 4.7. When the LNTA
experiences with large signal transient, its input stages are so heavily tilted to
accommodate the large blocker current it needs to supply or sink that the amplifier fails
to maintain its differentially. As the result, the noise injected from the bias network such
as the NMOS and PMOS bias network can no longer be simply treated as common-mode
noise as in the small signal case, as highlighted in Fig. 4.7. The consequence is that the
bias network noise would no longer be rejected as the common noise at the differential
output, and it leaks into the LNTA and compromises the overall noise figure when there
is a large blocker present.

Fig. 4.5. Noise figure simulation result of LNTA under different blocker levels.
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Fig. 4.6. Linearity simulation results for the LNTA.

Fig. 4.7. Graphical explanation of the LNTA under large blocker transient
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4.2.3 Feedback DAC designs

A two-bit NRZ DAC is implemented to favorably trade off jitter immunity with
power consumption. The NRZ DAC, (Fig. 4.8), operates in two phases, LO_D and
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅, derived from the LO. When the mixer switches are on, the feedback DAC is
connected to the RF side of the mixer, suppressing the voltage swing at the LNTA and
the mixer switches. During the second phase, the switches are off, and the DAC is
connected to the baseband (BB) side of the switches, thus preserving the DACs NRZ
feature. This scheme is sensitive to the clock jitter during the switching instances at the
RF side only (or rising edge of the LO_D), since the timing uncertainties of the exact
instance switching to the BB side doesn’t change the duration of the feedback DAC
pulse.
Inter-sample interference (ISI) is one major issue for the design of NRZ DAC. As
noted in [46], ISI is the result of asymmetry between the positive and negative DAC
feedback pulses of a NRZ DAC, which is caused by different transition times when
switching from the positive to the negative reference and vice versa [46]. Waveform
asymmetry can be reduced by shaper transitions and matching of the transition edges, or
switching to a RZ DAC design. Due to the jitter sensitivity issue, an RZ DAC design is
not a feasible choice. In this design, a pair of fast-switching complementary DFFs are
applied within the DAC unit cell to retime the quantizer outputs as shown in Fig. 4.8. The
DAC is switching with a slightly delayed clock, LO_D, to avoid output leaking into the
wrong channels. The PMOS retiming DFF is pre-charged high when LO_D is low, and
transparent when LO_D is high, while the NMOS retiming DFF operates in the opposite
way. For the switches connected to the RF terminal, the quantizer output is directly
latched by the complementary DFFs. For the switches connected to the BB side, the
digital output is first stored by another simple DFF and then this stored value would be
supplied to a second pair of retiming DFFs which is ready to drive the DAC on the rising
edge of LO_ D.
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Fig. 4.8. Detail schematic and clocking scheme for FB-DAC1.
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Another issue associated with the DAC design, as suggested by [44], is the effect of
limited output impedance. Finite output impedance in the feedback DAC would result in
second order distortion since it creates a signal-dependent discharge path. In [44], a
behavioral model including the effect of finite DAC output resistance is proposed and
shown here as Fig. 4.9. RDAC in Fig. 4.9 can be derived as [44]

(35)

Simulation suggests that the DAC impedance has to be larger than 10 kΩ to ensure
the second-order tone induced by the DAC impedance is always below -80 dBc.
The DAC unit cell is shown in Fig. 4.8. To ensure voltage headroom for all the
devices stacked in the unit cell and hence to maintain the desired high output impedance
of the DAC, it is connected to the 1.5 V supply. All current source devices are sized up
appropriately for the required mismatch performance, and they are further degenerated
for better matching and noise performance as reported in [47].
The second feedback DAC design is less critical compared to the first one, since the
jitter injected there is noise-shaped by the first integrator. Therefore, it is implemented as
a simple RZ DAC.

.
Fig. 4.9. System model including the effects of feedback DAC finite output resistance..
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4.2.4. Comparator Design

The comparator design is quite challenging due to the speed and precision
requirements. The comparator requires a short decision time (200 ps), a small inputreferred noise level (200 mV), and low power consumption (4 mW at 2 GHz). As shown
in Fig. 4.10, the comparator core is implemented using a calibrated pre-amplifier
followed by a sense-amplifier-based latch. The pre-amplifier helps to ease the stringent
input-referred noise and mismatch requirements (0.5 mV) posed on the comparator, due
to the lack of front-end gain in the system. The mismatch of the core comparators is
further suppressed through an integrated calibration DAC to avoid using excessively
large devices. To calibrate the mismatch, the comparators’ inputs are first disconnected
from the loop and tied to a on-chip reference ladder. Then, the optimum codes for each
comparator can be found by sweeping through the DAC. Finally, the comparators are
connected back to the loop. This is a one time process, and is robust over different
frequencies.
To reduce the jitter sensitivity, more feedback levels are preferable. However, it
also poses a more stringent requirement on the comparators’ mismatch performance. Fig.
4.11 compares the quantizer area with respect to the resolution in the quantizer. To meet
the mismatch requirement, the comparators need to be excessively large in conventional
design. With calibration, the quantizer can be four times smaller.
To better understand the area overhead of the calibrated quantizer, its area
breakdown is shown in Fig. 4.12. At the one bit level, the size of the decoder dominates.
At higher resolution, the area of the calibration DAC dominates. At the 2 bit level, the
decoder has a similar size as the calibration DAC. It is also worth noting that a 3-bit
quantizer has a size that is 10 times larger than a 2-bit quantizer, even with the
calibration. For the current design, the quantizer occupies around 10% of the overall area.
If a 3-bit design is adopted, the quantizer would have a comparable size to the current
system.
Another benefit with calibration is power saving as shown in Fig. 4.13. Without
calibration, each comparator cell scales up exponentially with resolution to meet the
stringent mismatch requirements. Meanwhile, more unit cells are needed. Hence, the
switching power increases more rapidly. With calibration, more cells are still needed, but
each cell stays the same size; only the size of the calibration DAC increases
exponentially. Therefore, power overhead is less severe than the un-calibrated case.
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Fig. 4.10. Schematic for the quantizer design.
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.
Fig. 4.11. Quantizer area comparison with and without calibration.

Fig. 4.12. Quantizer area breakdown with calibration.
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.
Fig. 4.13. Comparison in power for quantizer with and without calibration.

4.2.5. LO generation and distribution
As shown in Fig. 4.14, an external clock operating at twice the carrier frequency is
fed to the chip. An on-chip global clock generation circuit brings down the clock speed to
the carrier clock frequency and generates four phases of I/Q clocks. These I/Q clocks are
then fed to the local clock generation circuit to generate all the needed clock phases, such
as the mixer and DAC clock phases shown on the Fig. 4.14.
LO network sets the limit for the power and performance of such a system. It
degrades the overall noise floor in two ways: its thermal noise and its flicker noise.
According to [48], the added jitter due to the thermal noise can be described as

(36)
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Fig. 4.14. LO generation and distribution network.
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This suggests the added jitter can only be reduced by sizing up the discharge
current and reducing the delay time, which is just sizing up the devices. For short, sizing
up the devices would improve both its edge rate and its flicker noise performance, but it
comes with large power penalty. Noise simulations on the Mixer and the first feedback
DAC paths have revealed that the added jitter is 920 fs with 9 mW power consumption
under 2 GHz operation. The effect of the flicker noise will be later discussed in the next
section.

4.3. Measurement
The chip is implemented in TSMC’s 65nm GP technology. The chip
photomicrograph is shown in Fig. 4.15, highlighting that the receiver occupies an area of
850 m x 650 m, including the calibration DACs for the comparators as well as the local
bypass capacitance.

.
Fig. 4.15. Chip Microphotograph.
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.
Fig. 4.16. Measurement setup for data capturing and system control .
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Fig. 4.16 shows the measurement setup for capturing data. Two real-time 20 GS/s
oscilloscopes are used to capture the output digital waveforms, and post processing is
performed on a computer. One channel of the digital waveform is power-split and sent to
two scopes as the trigger signal for both scopes. The same channel signal is also used for
synchronizing digital signals captured from the two scopes.
Fig. 4.17 shows the measured SNDR for 4 MHz and 10 MHz signal bandwidths at
2 GHz. The peak SNDR is 68.86 dB for 4 MHz and 64.83 dB for 10 MHz, respectively.
The in-band P1dB is measured at -15 dBm input level, which is because input exceeds
the input full-scale of the baseband ADCs, and saturates them. SNDR is higher than 60
dB over the 0.4 GHz to 4 GHz tuning range.

.
Fig. 4.17. Measured SNR at 2 GHz carrier frequency.
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Fig. 4.18 shows the SNR and SNDR for varying signal bandwidths at a 2 GHz
center frequency. SNR and SNDR spectra are integrated from 10 KHz to the bandwidth
mentioned.
Fig. 4.19 shows the output spectrum for a 2GHz frequency with an input signal at
2.001GHz. The low frequency noise floor is elevated due to the reciprocal mixing of the
LO phase noise by the mixer. A closer look at the noise floor in Fig. 4.19 reveals that
there are two mechanisms that contribute to the noise floor of the above measurement.
All the transistors in the clock generation circuitry contribute flicker noise.

.
Fig. 4.18. Measured SNR and SNDR at 2 GHz carrier frequency.

Fig. 4.19. Output spectrum at 2 GHz center frequency with input signal offset by 1 MHz.
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As shown in Fig. 4.19, this low frequency flicker noise is first up-converted to the
LO frequency by the LO chain. Then, it is down-converted back to baseband by the
CMIS mixers, which results a rise in the noise floor in the low frequency. On the other
hand, the noise floor on the higher frequency is dominated by the jitter injected though
the first feedback DAC. The clock jitter for this system is limited by its LO network.
Since the clock source has a jitter as low as 270 fs, while the added jitter from the LO
chain is around 900 fs. Therefore, this system would achieve (+10 dB) better SNR
performance for narrow band standards, such as GSM, when operating in a low-IF mode.
Fig. 4.21 shows the two tone test result. One Agilent 4438C vector signal generator

.
Fig. 4.20. Flicker noise from LO chain upconversion and downconversion.
.

Fig. 4.21. Two tone tests with 1 MHz tone spacing around 2 GHz center frequency.
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(VSG) is used to generate the two tones with different spacing. A leakage tone is
generated by the VSG right in the middle of the two desired signals. The measured IM2
and IM3 products are -99 dBm and -92.8 dBm respectively.
Fig. 4.22 summarizes the IIP3 performance versus tone spacing. The IIP3 improves
with farther spacing between the two tones, since the CMIS network functions in similar
manners as the N-path filter proposed in [49]. Overall, the system maintains its high
linearity over a wide range of blocker frequencies.
Fig. 4.23 shows the SNR and SNDR for varying signal bandwidths at a 2 GHz

.
Fig. 4.22. IIP3 versus two-tone spacings at 2 GHz.

Fig. 4.23. SNR, SNDR vs. Signal Bandwidth.
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center frequency. SNR and SNDR spectra are integrated from 10 KHz up. For narrow
bandwidth standards, such as GSM, the SNR is severely impacted by the low-frequency
noise increase. Therefore, it performs better in low-IF conversion. For a wider bandwidth
standards, the clock jitter noise set the dynamic range of the system, which is why a
multi-level feedback is used here. Overall, a large SNDR is maintained over a large
range.
Fig. 4.24 shows the SNDR performance with the carrier frequency varied from 200
MHz to 4 GHz. The frequency resolution of the plot is limited by the sampling rate of the
oscilloscope. At low frequencies, SNDR improves substantially with an increase in
carrier frequency, as the in-band noise is dominated by the quantization noise. At higher
frequencies, this improvement is offset by the increasing impact of the clock jitter. The
clock jitter eventually dominates, so further oversampling only degrades SNDR.
.

Fig. 4.24. SNDR versus carrier frequency.
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Fig. 4.25 shows the power break down among different components in the system.
Finally, Table 4.2 lists the performance summary and comparison other state-ofthe-art designs. The proposed receiver is able to achieve the widest tuning range among
all the systems. Even compared with a more traditional design, its tuning range is
comparable. Linearity performance wise (both in-band and out of band) it is also in line
with other state-of-art designs. The noise figure of the system is limited by the clock jitter
injected from the first feedback DAC. Compared to [28] which is intended to be a
solution for the base station, this system consumes much less power since it avoids the
use of active resonators. By avoiding such bulky passives, this design achieves the
smallest reported area among all.

.

Fig. 4.25. Power breakdown for the entire receiver system.
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Table 4.2 Performance comparison table

4.4. CONCLUSION
This chapter presents an experimental prototype ADC based receiver design that
supports a frequency of operation from 400 MHz to 4000 MHz, which covers the entire
LTE bands worldwide. An NRZ feedback DAC design reduces the jitter sensitivity of the
system, and aids in achieving a high SNDR over the frequency range of interest. It
provides a large dynamic range with a low power consumption. It meets the three major
criteria of the SDR systems. Without any bulky passives, the design maintains its small
footprint, while digital-oriented design methodology enables a truly flexible receiver that
is able to adapt to different standards with change of a couple control bits. Finally, the
solution can scale naturally with technology.
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Chapter 5
Mixer-First Receiver Design Considerations

5.1 Introduction to the Passive CMOS Mixer
Contradicting the conventional belief that analog/RF circuitry does not scale well
with shrinking technology, the CMOS passive mixer is one of the few RF components
that have most benefited from the process scaling. Passive mixers based on CMOS
technology has been proposed earlier [57][58]. However, they did not attract much
attention until the CMOS technology marched into the deep sub-micron region in the late
2000’s. The recent improvements to CMOS technology empower the passive mixer
designs, as they supersede active mixers designs in industrial designs and academia
endeavors [59][60]. Compared to its active mixing peer, a passive mixer has one
additional feature which is known as bi-directionality. Ironically, this unique property
used to be considered major downside for the passive mixer, since it lacks the reverse
isolation (S21=S12) as most of the conventional RF circuits can provide. Furthermore, bidirectionality makes the analysis for a passive mixer so obscure that for a fairly long
time, engineering intuition was hard to obtain. Fortunately, recent research efforts such as
[59] have cleared up the obstacles. It has been shown by multiple sources that this twoway frequency translation feature of passive mixers provides a series of benefits over
active mixers, therefore, new opportunities together with unique design challenges arise.
There are two primary differences between a passive mixer and an active mixer
design. One is the feature of bi-directionality. Due to the absence of reverse isolation,
passive mixers can down-convert the RF signal to the baseband and at the same time upconvert the baseband signal to the RF band. When the passive mixer switches turn on, the
switches are transparent, only presenting their on-impedance, and they don’t favor one
port over the other. This is in contrast to case of an active mixer, where the Gilbert cells
behave as the common-gate amplifiers. The passive feature of the passive mixer has long
been considered a disadvantage, since the mixer cannot provide any power gain, thus
limiting the overall system’s noise performance. Moreover, the absence of reverse
isolation in a passive mixer often brought up concerns about the robustness of the design.
Interestingly, scientific research sometimes takes an unexpected turn, and this “annoying”
transparency feature has turned out to be the very reason that the passive mixer is so
popular now. The transparent feature allows the signal to translate to different
frequencies, as well as allows for impedance frequency translation.
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Another major difference between a passive mixer and an active mixer is the
absence of DC bias current. The absence of the DC bias current takes away the origin of
the low-frequency flicker noise. Therefore, with proper design, RF system with
embedded passive mixers can achieve much better tradeoff between power and
performance compared to designs adopting active mixers.
Recent research has shown that by utilizing multiple non-overlapping LO
waveforms, the passive mixer designs can be better optimized compared with the use of a
more traditional sinusoidal or simple square-wave LO waveforms [58][60][63][64][65].
Each of the clock pulses drives a different mixer switch. Together, a series of phaseshifted baseband outputs can be generated, and they can later be summed with the
baseband trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) to reconstruct the complete baseband output.

5.2 Passive Mixer-First Receiver Design Basics
Back in Chapter 2, the concept of digitally-assisted RF receiver design has been
introduced. These designs aim to minimize the component count of the RF front-end
design. The passive mixer-first receiver architectures stands at the forefront of the
movement towards minimalism in design methodology, which draws upon innovations
based on recent studies on the passive mixer. A mixer-first system can be simply
described as a receiver topology without the RF amplification stage (LNA or LNTA).
Recent research effort has demystified the passive mixer, and the idea of the passive
mixer-first design has gained a lot of momentum in different kinds of wireless
applications.
To understand the idea of passive-mixer first receiver designs, it is better to start
with explaining how a multi-phase passive mixer network operates. Fig. 5.1 shows a
simple circuit model for a 4-phase passive mixer network, and Fig. 5.2 shows the four
clock waveforms driving each of the four phases in a passive mixer system. One
fundamental
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Fig. 5.1. Simplified circuit model of passive mixer.

Fig. 5.2. Non-overlapping LO waveforms.
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question to be addressed is how to provide the impedance match to the antenna without
the LNA. Moreover, the bidirectional nature of the passive mixers might degrade the
overall noise figure, since the RF circuits and the IF circuits are very much coupled
together. Reference [26] provides an in-depth analysis to address the above questions.
Based on ref. [26], the effective impedance presented to the antenna port can be
described as
(37)
where γ is related to the duty cycle of the LO waveform, and for a 50% duty cycle LO,
(38)
For an LO with a 25% duty cycle,
(39)

√

Even though neither one of the above expressions is easy to interpret, the end
results themselves provide some interesting insight into how the passive mixers work.
The input impedance presented to the RF port is roughly inversely proportional to the
number of the paths, which is similar to shunting multiple paths with the same impedance
together. Qualitatively speaking, passive mixers have different path turned on and off
sequentially within a complete clock cycle. From the antenna’s perspective, it is like
driving all the paths in parallel together within a clock cycle. The overall impedance
presented to the antenna is a factor of N smaller, if there are N “parallel paths,” which is a
major benefit of the mixer-first design. Due to the passive mixer’s transparency property,
the baseband stage can be designed for an input impedance as high as 50 x 8 = 400 Ω, to
match up to the 50 Ω antenna impedance when using a 12.5 % duty cycle LO. This leads
to a large power reduction in the baseband amplifier design. In additional, the mixer-first
topology as shown in Fig. 5.3 doesn’t include an LNA in the system, which is often the
most power-hungry component in the system budget. As a result, passive mixer-first
architecture can be very power efficient.
On the other hand, noise analysis for such a system is not so straightforward. The
noise factor of the system noise model detailed in Fig. 5.4 can be written as [25]
(

)

(

(

)

)
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(40)

Fig. 5.3. Passive mixer-first receiver with baseband TIA.

Andrews, ISSCC 2010
Fig. 5.4. Equivalent noise model for mixer-first design.
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The second term in the above equation comes from the switch on-impedance, while the
third term originates from the shunt impedance Zsh, which is used in Ref. [26] to describe
the effect of harmonic noise folding. The fourth term stands for the noise contributing
from the feedback resistor RF. Finally; the last term represents the noise from the
baseband amplifier. To optimize for the noise performance, Ref. [26] proposed to use an
8-phase harmonic rejection architecture to remove most of the noise folded down from
the third and the fifth harmonics.

5.3 Baseband Trans-impedance Amplifier Design
Tradeoff
One of the essential building blocks for a mixer-first design is the baseband transimpedance amplifier (BB-TIA). Its design seems to be rather benign from the high level
perspective; however without careful design; it will limit the overall noise figure
performance and linearity performance, as reported in [62]. To understand the design
tradeoff behind the BB-TIA, a comparison between popular amplifier choices for BBTIAs in literature is first presented, followed by detailed discussion about the pros and
cons of each design, and finally, the desired topology will be highlighted.
Three amplifier structures which are popular in BB-TIA designs are listed in Fig.
5.5. The first possibility is a two-stage operational amplifier design reported in [62]. The
advantage of such a design is that the loop gain of the TIA is unaffected by the feedback
resistor, due to the Op-Amp’s low output impedance. However, Op-Amp designs tend to
be power-hungry.
.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5.5. Different amplifier structure candidates for BB-TIA design.
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An operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) as shown in Fig. 5.5, on the
other hand, would be loaded by the feedback resistors, assuming its output impedance is
much larger than the feedback resistors. In this case, the loop gain is set by the feedback
resistors. However, for CMOS technology in the deep sub-micron region, the devices’
output impedance is quite limited, and hence the loop gain of the BB-TIA is set by the
shunt impedance between feedback resistors and the output impedance of the OTA. As
shown later in this section, this does have a negative effect on the overall noise
performance due to the gm noise component.
An inverter-based TIA design was recently reported in [68]. An inverter-based
amplifier design has some really interesting properties due to its mid-range output
impedance. With a large feedback resistor, the design behaves like an op-amp, while the
inverter-based amplifier behaves like an OTA with a smaller feedback resistor.
Moreover, the inverter-based amplifier can provide a large dynamic current in the
presence of a blocker to maintain its linearity performance over a large signal transient.
Based on the derivations for a general shunt-shunt feedback network from [73], it
can be shown that the input impedance of an Op-Amp based TIA like [62] can be
expressed as

(41)

By a similar analysis, it can be shown that the OTA-based TIA’s input impedance
can be expressed as

(42)

For an inverter-based TIA design, the input impedance can be described as

||
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(43)

5.3.1 Noise Analysis for the BB-TIA
Given the above, the noise figure based on (40) from various designs with
different value of RFB are plotted in Fig. 5.6. For the OTA case, the input impedance is
always around the value ⁄ , especially when RFB is reasonably large. This would be
used to match to the antenna’s impedance, which is why the noise figure saturates at the
3dB level beyond certain values of RFB.
With small RFB, the Op-Amp needs a smaller gm to maintain the same input
impedance. This degrades the input-referred noise performance and causes a dramatic
increase in the noise figure. This observation makes Op-Amp design unsuitable with
smaller RFB. On the other hand, as RFB increases, gm has to be scaled up to maintain the
same impedance. Therefore, the input-referred noise performance of the TIA is improved,
and hence the overall NF goes down. Compared to the OTA case, the Op-Amp based
design does not rely on ⁄
for the input matching. This decouples gm from the need
of input matching at larger RFB levels, which helps to achieve a much better NF compared
to the OTA with a large RFB. Unfortunately, to achieve the sub-one-dB NF performance,
.

Fig. 5.6. Noise figure for OTA and Op-Amp with different feedback resistors.
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a prohibitively large gm is required, which makes the Op-Amp way too power hungry.
Nevertheless, the analysis provides valuable insight about the baseband design choice.
So far, the trade-off between the choice of OTA or Op-Amp as the BB-TIA
amplifier depends on the value of RFB chosen, or equivalently, the gain allocated to the
first baseband stage of amplification. Interestingly, the inverter-based design seems to be
a better option: with a smaller RFB, it behaves like the OTA, and with a larger value of
RFB, it functions as the Op-Amp, therefore its corresponding NF always follows the
minimum of the two curves shown in Fig. 5.6.
Most of the reported mixer-first designs such as those in [62] [68] have two stages
of baseband amplification. When the noise is referred back into the antenna port, the
resulting term in the overall noise figure expression can be written as

(

)

Fig. 5.7. Noise figure with the second amplification stage.
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(44)

Table 5.1. Gain allocation and Gm requirement for different value of RFB.

Fig. 5.7 studies the second stage’s impact on the overall noise performance. The
second stage only has a mild impact on the overall noise figure performance, which
should not be surprising at all.
To summarize, an inverter-based or OTA-based BB-TIA design provide the better
tradeoff between power and noise performance. In general, it is a bad idea to allocate a
large amount of gain to a single stage, in particular, the first stage. Table 4.1 lists
different values of RFB and Gm required to achieve different gain specifications. For the
completeness of this discussion, there is one more type of BB-TIA design that has not
been discussed, which is the CG amplifier design reported in [74]. It has the lowest
power consumption due to its open loop nature; however its noise and linearity
performance also suffer.
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5.3.1 Analysis for BB-TIA Out-of-Band Linearity

Out-of-band (OOB) linearity performance is one of the key performance metrics
in describing the receiver’s blocker resilience. As a receiver has no control over its input
statistics, when the receiver is jammed by a large interference in a nearby frequency, the
receiver is expected to still maintain its functionality with minimum performance
degradation. This really stresses the importance of the out-of-band linearity performance
of a receiver.
Most of the time, baseband amplifiers set the linearity limits. Due to the mixerfirst design’s simple topology, the BB-TIA is the first stage to provide amplification;
therefore it is also the first stage to experience linearity degradation. The passive CMOS
mixer switches, to the first order, are functioning as switches. The signal voltages on the
two ends of the switches are retained to their minimum since the switches do not provide
any power gain. Therefore, the switches tend to have a good linearity performance.
To improve the out-of-band linearity performance, reducing the OOB blocker as
early as possible is essential. Recent passive mixer-first designs [62] [68] rely heavily on
CL in Fig. 5.1 for attenuating the blocker right after down-conversion so that the large
blocker does not make its way into the BB-TIA or the rest of the system. Hence, a good
OOB linearity performance can be preserved.
However, the possible frequency locations of the blockers vary drastically from
one standard to another. For some standards, such as GSM, a reasonably large
interference presented at 40 MHz away from the carrier frequency might easily saturate
the receiver system. To accommodate a relatively close-in jammer, the CL required for
the passive-mixer-first design might be prohibitively large. Ref [62] has reported of using
a CL as large as 100 pF, which results in a large area overhead and, hence, a large silicon
production cost.
To quantify the issue, a design example of the mixer-first design is provided.
Assume the baseband amplifier has an in-band IIP3 of -20 dBm, and the CMOS mixer
switches have an on-impedance of 20 Ω. Table 5.2 shows the relationship between OOB
filtering and OOB IIP3
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Attenuation 80 MHz
away (dB)
0
10
20
30
40

Out-of-Band IIP3
(dBm)
-20
-10
0
10
20

Table 5.2. Attenuation requirement for different value of out-of-band IIP3 performance.

To achieve a 0 dBm IIP3 with an 80 MHz frequency offset, the system requires
20dB of filtering at the 80 MHz offset. This implies that the 3dB filter corner needs to be
placed around 8 MHz, which results in a CL of 663 pF. If an OOB IIP3 of 10 dBm is
targeted, CL needs to be as big as 6.6 nF.
Fortunately, there is another active component in the system that can share the
blocker filtering burden put on the capacitor CL. As shown in Fig. 5.8, a first-order filter
can be integrated into the BB-TIA with the capacitor CFB. Due to the Miller effect [73],
the effective capacitor presented to the mixer can be boosted by the gain of the amplifier.
Therefore, a more area-efficient design is possible.
Fig. 5.9 shows a graphical representation of how the two capacitors CL and CFB
influence the input impedance of the BB-TIA. As the frequency increases, the loop gain
of the network drops. The OTA is losing control of the feedback network due to its
limited unity gain bandwidth. As a result, the input impedance RIN would increase, while
the imaginary part CIN would diminish. The overall input impedance can then be
summarized as ZIN, shown in Fig. 5.9. There is a noticeable kink just around the unity
gain frequency of the OTA. A blocker signal at this frequency would cause a larger
voltage swing at the input node of BB-TIA, since the input impedance of BB-TIA is
much larger in this frequency. As a result, OOB IIP3 at this frequency would suffer. To
mitigate this issue, CL can be added to reduce the out-of-band impedance resulting from
the limited bandwidth of the BB-TIA as shown in Fig. 5.9 (d).
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Fig. 5.8. BB-TIA with CL and CFB.

Fig. 5.9. Input Impedance with CL and CFB.
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5.4 Harmonic Rejection System
5.4.1 Harmonic Folding and Its Impact on the Noise
Figure Performance
Optimizing the noise performance of a mixer-first design is not a trivial task. Due
to the absence of the frontend RF amplifier (such as an LNA or LNTA), the baseband
stage input-referred noise is directly reflected on the overall noise figure without any
attenuation. Worse still, passive mixers cannot provide any power gain, but only
conversion loss, which makes designing a mixer-first receiver with a low noise figure
even more challenging.
In section 5.2, an analytical expression for the noise figure is shown as (40). The
second term in expression (40),

(

) is from a fictional noise source Zsh, which

is used by [26] to describe the harmonic noise folding from the high order harmonic
frequencies. To achieve a better noise figure performance, [26] proposes to the idea of
harmonic rejection to remove noise folding from the third and fifth order harmonic
frequencies.
The issue of harmonic noise folding can be explained through Fig. 5.10.
According to [75], the output spectrum for a mixer’s output can be expressed as

(45)

The coefficient P1,k then represents the conversion gain from frequency kfLO fIF to fIF.
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(46)

Through some manipulation of the above equations [75], it can be shown that if
(white), then
(47)
∫

Where, for a square wave p1(t),

∑|

|

.

The noise for the first pair of sidebands (fLOfIF) accounts for
of the overall noise. The noise from the third pair (3fLOfIF) accounts for
of the total noise. The remaining harmonics account for the rest of the noise, which
is around 10%. This suggests that removing the noise folding from the third and fifth
harmonics can improve the system noise figure performance.

Fig. 5.10.Harmonic noise folding.
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5.4.2 Harmonic Rejection System Design

The idea of harmonic rejection is detailed in figure 5.11. Multiple phases of the
LO are combined, creating a closer approximation of the perfect sinusoidal LO waveform
2006
IEEE JOURNAL OF SOLID-STAT
that is free of the third and fifth harmonics. The system implementation diagram is shown
in Fig. 5.12.

(a)

(b)

5.11.The concept
of harmonic
rejection.
Fig. 5. (a)Fig.
Conventional
switching
mixer. (b)
Harmonic-rejection
fundamentals.

Fig. 7. Harmonic-rejection wit
harmonic.

Ru, ISSCC 2008
Fig. 5.12.System level implementation of harmonic rejection.
Fig. 6.

Harmonic-rejection signal generation.

at seven times the fundamental
107frequency, the first significant
copy of the upconverted baseband signal is also located at
seven times the fundamental frequency. Consequently, the IF

Summing the three ideal s
results in the total reject
However, similar to a sin

Harmonic rejection is actually a form of poly-phase filtering, and it suffers from
the same issues that have long plagued poly-phase filter designs. This section is dedicated
to discussing the issue associated with harmonic rejection design. It will first compare the
8-phase poly-phase harmonic rejection network to a sampling network that is sampling 8
times faster. Then it will focus on the origins of the issues that degrade the harmonic
rejection accuracy.
For Nyquist ADC design, an alternative to oversampling a high-speed input with
a faster sampling frequency is to sample the input with multiple (n) slower parallel paths.
For now, we can assume that we have n=8 number of slower parallel sampling paths, all
controlled by different phases of the clock signals running at 1/n of the original speed, as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.13. This idea is widely adopted in time-interleaved ADC designs
for applications requiring multi-GHz sampling speeds.
The reason time interleaved sampling works is that the 8 paths provide distinct
output information within one reference clock cycle. Therefore, comparing just sampling
once in every reference clock cycle, now there is eight times more information describing
the input signal which is equivalent to oversampling by 8 times. Given this
understanding, it is not hard to realize that duty cycle variation of the slower clock
doesn’t matter at all for a time interleaved system.

Reference
CLK
Oversample
by 8

Oversample
by 8
X8

Fig. 5.13 Oversampling and time interleaved sampling.
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Since the change in duty cycle of the slower clocks doesn’t change the
information provided by each of the paths, for a time-interleaved system clocked by two
different clock waveforms, shown in Fig. 5.14, the final output would be the same. All
discussions about the interleaving system are carried out in the time domain. As a matter
of fact, it would be more insightful to examine the problem from the frequency domain
perspective.

Reference
CLK
Oversample
by 8

Δd
Oversample
by 8
X8
8Δd

X8

Fig. 5.14 Time-domain interleaving sampling with different duty cycle.
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For the sake of simplicity and clarity, discussion will be restricted to 4-path
oversampling only, but the conclusion can be easily expanded for a system with more
paths. For obvious reasons, there will be aliasing within each of the 4 paths as shown in
Fig. 5.15.

0

fs

2fs

3fs

0

fs

2fs

3fs

Fig. 5.15. Aliasing content within one slower sampling path.
A close examination into each path would reveal the fact that each path has a
slightly different aliasing content, as the aliasing contents are rotated by different phases,
which is shown in Fig. 5.16. Therefore, when they are added up, the aliasing content can
be removed. Frequency contents at DC, fs, 2fs, and 3fs can be cancelled, but not the
frequency content at 4fs, as it experiences the same phase rotation as the frequency
content residing at DC.

Second Path

0
fs
2fs

3fs

Third Path

0
fs
2fs

3fs

Forth Path

0
fs
2fs

3fs

Fig. 5.16 Aliasing contents in each of the paths.
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So far, our discussion is only limited to the ideal case. Next, the impact of mismatch
is considered. In general, there are two types of mismatches: phase mismatch (α), and
gain mismatch (Δd). Because of the mismatches in the system, the vector contents won’t
be in perfect alignment as in the ideal case as shown in Fig. 5.17. Therefore, when all the
paths are summed, there would be residues due to incomplete cancellation as in Fig. 5.18.

First Path

0
fs
2fs

3fs
π/
4

Second Path

0
α

fs
2fs
3fs

Third Path

0
fs
2fs

3fs

Forth Path

0
fs

Δd

2fs
3fs

Fig. 5.17. Imperfect alignment due to the presence of mismatch.
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Sum of 4 Paths

0
fs
2fs

3fs
Δd

Fig. 5.18 Incomplete harmonic cancelation due to phase and gain mismatch.
Mismatch limits the overall performance (in the case of an ADC, they result in
distortion tones) as demonstrated in Fig. 5.19. In general, the resolution is limited to 6-8
bits due to the limited matching between components such as capacitors and resistors (
1% element mismatch translates to ~ 40 dB harmonic rejection performance). More paths
might help, since the mismatches among all paths tend to average out, but this comes
with a huge power and area penalty. Fig. 5.20 provides a behavioral model for studying
atime-interleave system under phase and gain mismatches.

Typical DT
Sampling

0

fs

2fs

3fs

4fs

5fs

6fs

0

fs

2fs

3fs

4fs

5fs

6fs

0

fs

2fs

3fs

4fs

5fs

6fs

Oversampled
by 4

Residue due
to mismatch

Fig. 5.19 Performance limitation due to mismatches.
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Phase
Mismatch

Gain
Mismatch

Phase
Mismatch

ejw(1-1)τ

H(Z)(1+ε1(z))

ejw(1-1)τ

ejw(i-1)τ

H(Z)(1+εi(z))

ejw(i-1)τ

ejw(n-1)τ

H(Z)(1+εn(z))

ejw(n-1)τ

ZOH

Clk

Fig. 5.20 Behavior model for time-interleaved system with phase and gain mismatches.

In Chapter 3, it was established that current-mode sampling is indeed similar and
related to continuous-time mixing. This allows us to expand the previous discussions into
the time-interleaved sampling to cover a mixing system with a harmonic rejection
scheme.
Following a similar reasoning as shown for the time-interleaved sampling
network, a harmonic rejection system is sensitive towards phase and gain mismatches.
Gain mismatches between different paths scale all the frequency contents in the same
way as shown in Fig. 5.21(a). Phase mismatch affects frequency contents differently even
within one path as in Fig. 5.21(b). Noticeably, phase mismatch results in more phase shift
for the frequency content at high order harmonic. Since this phase winding/unwinding
process happens at the same time that the sampling/mixing take place, it cannot be fixed
or undone. As a result, gain mismatch can be compensated with techniques like the one
reported in [76], but phase mismatches cannot be improved or corrected afterwards.
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Gain
Mismatch
α – Phase Mismatch
3α
α

2α

Fig. 5.21. Gain and phase mismatches degrade the harmonic rejection performance.
Based on the model in Fig. 5.20, mismatch sensitivity results can be obtained for
different harmonic rejection implementation, which is shown in Fig. 5.22. The simulation
result is for a 1.5 GHz LO. The simulation assumes 0.034° phase mismatch among
different mixing paths. The phase mismatch used would translate to 62.5 fs timing
mismatch among different paths. For comparison, with 1 ps timing mismatch among
different paths, the third order rejection ratio drops to 33.7 dB. Phase mismatch has a
benign effect on down-converting the signal at the fundamental frequency, while it is
critical for rejecting the interferences at multiple harmonic frequencies, since phase
mismatch doesn’t affect signal vector addition as much as it does to the vector
subtraction.

Fig. 5.22. Gain and phase mismatches degrade the harmonic rejection performance
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Finally, we expand our study to a harmonic rejection system with clocks of
different duty cycles. Simulations suggest that a 50% duty cycle can achieve a better
harmonic rejection compared to 25% and 12.5% duty cycle LOs, as shown in Fig. 5.23.

Fig. 5.23. HR ratio measured with 50%, 25% and 12.5% duty cycle LO
This can be explained with Fig. 5.24. For a 50% duty cycle, the 3rd harmonic
lands on top of the second arc of the sinc function (the green curve), where the slope of
the sinc function is close to zero. Therefore, it is the least sensitive to mismatch. For a
25% duty cycle, the third harmonic content lands in a steeper part of the first arc (the blue
curve), so it is more sensitive to mismatch. For the 12.5% case, it lands in a steep part of
the far-stretching first arc (the red curve). Since the slope at the point of the third
harmonic is still larger than the case of 50%, it is still more sensitive to mismatch. In
summary, the impact of phase mismatch is related to the slope of the sinc function at the
undesired harmonic frequencies. This is a profound observation. By the same reasoning,
we should anticipate that a 50% duty cycle LO would outperform the other two LOs for
fifth order rejection, which indeed is the case. Moreover, theoretically the magical 33%
duty cycle should be free from the 3rd order harmonic. However, given this observation,
the 33% duty cycle LO would perform extremely poorly in the presence of phase
mismatches, given the fact that for a 33% duty cycle LO the third harmonic falls exactly
into the null, where the sinc function has the steepest slope. Thus, it is more sensitive to
phase mismatch.
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Fig. 5.24 Sinc waveforms for window functions with different duty cycles.
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CHAPTER 5 APPENDIX:
Mixer Linearity Analysis
Reference [114] shows a general Volterra analysis for double balanced passive
mixer with 50% duty clock. This section intends to extend it to cover the HR case. The
signal current content
can be expressed as

where the vd and vs are the drain and source voltages respectively of the transistor device.
The input and output voltages can be expressed as a converging Volterra series of the
source current iRF. It follows,

where Hns and Hnd are the according nth-order Volterra kernels for the drain and the
source nodes of the passive mixer, respectively. The voltage swing at the source node can
be written as
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The first-order Volterra kernels for the source node can be written as

For the drain node, it can be shown as

The
in the above equation is the frequency conversion loss due to the mixing
operation, which is related to duty cycle of LO. For a 50% duty cycle clock it can be
shown as
. While for 25% and 12.5% duty cycle it can be shown as
and
√

. Then, the first-order Volterra kernels at the drain node can be expressed as

The second order kernels for the drain and source nodes can be

(
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)(

)

In a similar fashion, the second order Volterra kenerls can then be shown as

The third order of Volterra kernerls can be shown as

Now the discussion can be further extended to derive the expressions for IIP2 and IIP3
for a mixer first design. It can be shown that

{

}

{

}

{

}
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{

(

)
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}

{

}

}

{

}

Also, reference [114] introduces a new metric XM IIP3 for three tone case, by a similar
steps, it can be expressed as

{

}

Now, let’s introduce the effect of the source and load impedance which would have a
serious impact on mixer’ linearity performance.

∑
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. The above equation reveals an important fact that the passive
⁄
mixer is not immune from high order harmonic content folding.
where

∑

|
|

Combining the above two equations, the input impedance can be shown as

∑

For resistive load, the above equation simplifies into

∑
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For capacitive load, if we ignore the higher order terms, it can be written as

{

This implies a capacitive load would appear as large reactive impedance close to LO
frequency, while it would behave as inductive at the mixer input at much lower
frequency. In general, there are large capacitances placed at the mixer output to reduce
the out-of-band interferences. Thus previous equation can be simplified into

What it means is that the load impedance would be scaled and frequency translated by
LO at the mixer input, then it follows

Hence, the IIP2, IIP3 and XM IIP3 can be expressed as

{

} [

]
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{

}

[

]

{

}

The coefficients for the above equations are listed below. For IIP2, we have
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For IIP3, the coefficients are

The coefficients for the Volterra kernel for the XM IIP3 are given by
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Chapter 6
Circuit Prototype for Mixer-First RX

6.1 Introduction
LTE-Advanced introduces carrier aggregation (CA) to address the demand for
further increased data rates. Among many different scenarios, intra-band non-contiguous
CA poses the most challenging condition on the receivers’ noise figure and linearity
performance due to the in-band and out-of-band interferences. A mixer-first design
[62][64] offers superb linearity without a large power penalty. However, this kind of
designs cannot provide much isolation between the LO port and the antenna port, as a
result LO leakage re-radiation is a major issue of such designs. Furthermore, compared to
the conventional receiver design, where the LNA or the LNTA provide decent wideband
backward isolation, higher order harmonics of the LO in a mixer-first design can leak
through the antenna and create undesired out-of-band emission.
In this work, a highly linear wide-band mixer-first receiver to support LTE noncontiguous carrier aggregation is proposed. Moreover, a 5-bit mixer DAC is built into the
system to suppress LO leakage re-radiation at the absence of the LNA or LNTA. The
overall design achieves a 2.6 dB NF and 16dBm IIP3, while only consuming 55mW
power from the nominal 1.1V supply.

6.2 System Overview
Figure 6.1. shows the overview of the entire system. The system takes in a singleended RF input signal. The input signal is first down-converted by an 8-path mixers,
where each path is controlled by a 12.5% non-overlapping clock to the baseband. The
baseband TIA provides amplification up to 35 dB. The four pairs of output signals are
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then combined with proper weighting factors by two on-chip output buffers, which are
capable of driving a 50 Ω off-chip impedance from the test equipments. The series
resistance of the passive mixer switches together with the up-converted input impedance
from the baseband amplifiers creates a 50 Ω input match. All the baseband amplifiers’
supply voltages are generated on-chip through integrated LDOs for better supply
rejection performance. An external LO reference running at 4X the carrier frequency is
supplied to the system. The on-chip divider brings it down to the LO frequency and
generate all the required non-overlapping clock signals. The system is capable of
rejecting the third-order and fifth-order harmonics.

0° 180°

I Chanel
ADC
Q Chanel
ADC
Future Plan

90° 270°
I Chanel

45° 225°

Q Chanel

Testing Plan
135° 315°

LO

÷4 and 8 phases
generator
Clock Generation

Fig. 6.1 Top-level system overview for mixer-first design.
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6.3 Circuit Design Details
In this design, each of the eight mixers consists of two parts: a mixer core and a
5-bit mixer DAC (Fig. 6.2.) to provide finer turnability to suppress LO leakage. The
origin of LO leakage is the mismatch between different downconverting paths, in
particular, the mixer switches and the LO buffers. Mismatches in the size of the switches
result in unmatched capacitor loading for the LO buffers, while mismatches in the LO
buffers translates to different driving strength for different phases of the LO. Therefore,
different phases of LO signals have different edge rates, and this results in LO leakage to
the antenna port. The LSB mixer unit in the mixer DAC has a size slightly smaller than
1% of the device in the mixer core. The layout of the 5-bit mixer DAC is shown in Fig.
6.3. Multiple layout design iterations together with careful layout extraction verification
ensure the overall parasitic capacitor on the RF node is less than 100 fF. The pitch of the
differential mixer unit as shown in Fig. 6.3 is optimized to 120 μm for an overall compact
and area-efficient design.

LO
Bias

LO

LO
Bias

LO
LO_En

RF

LO_Control

BB

RF

BB

Mixer DAC Unit Cell

Mixer Core

Fig. 6.2 Schematic for the mixer core and unit cell in the mixer DAC.

Fig. 6.3 Layout for the differential mixer cells.
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The baseband TIA is implemented as two amplifiers in cascade, so it can achieve
a wide baseband bandwidth (50MHz) and a high slew rate while maintaining low power
consumption. The wide bandwidth is essential to support LTE Advanced, since it allows
the receiver to take in the entire RX band of LTE channels. A high slew rate, on the other
hand, is necessary to maintain a superb linearity performance in the presence of in-band
and out-of-band interferences. Compared to a conventional receiver design, where the
RX only processes one narrow band signal, our system aims to handle the entire band.
Therefore, interferences can come as out-of-band blockers as well as in-band jammer
which are from the other users’ signals in the same channels. Therefore, an excellent
linearity performance for both in-band and out-of-band frequencies is a must of such a
design.
To achieve good linearity performance and maintain a power efficent design, the
first amplifier or baseband LNA as described by [62] is an inverter-based design with
thick oxide (Fig. 6.4). As discussed in Chapter 5, inverter-based designs can be quite
power efficient. Also, its class-AB structure helps to maintain linearity, even in the
presence of a large blocker. One major issue of an inverter-based design is its poor power
supply rejection performance (PSRP). This inverter design is a pseudo-differential
circuit; therefore supply ripple cannot be rejected as the common corruption. To improve
the overall PSRP, the common-mode control amplifier is integrated into an on-chip lowdropout (LDO) amplifier with a bandwidth up to 50 MHz. The reference voltage of the
LDO is derived from a local replica bias.

RF+

RFBB-

BB+

Fig. 6.4. Inverter-based amplifier design with CMFB and its bias scheme.
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The second amplifier prefers a high gain and a wide bandwidth for accuracy and
linearity performance. These are quite challenging to achieve for deep sub-micron CMOS
technology, since the supply is limited to 1.1V. Two-stage amplifier design can meet the
gain requirement with ease but the bandwidth and the slew rate performance suffer due to
the size of the compensation capacitors. Moreover, two-stage amplifier design suffers
from a common mode instability issue due to the low supply. Figure 6.5(a)(b) and (c)
demonstrate this issue. Figure 6.5(a) shows a simple two-stage amplifier with Miller
compensation capacitors. The two-stage amplifier is configured with Shunt-Shunt
feedback to function as a trans-impedance amplifier. A common-mode feedback
amplifier detects the output common mode voltage and feeds the control signal back to
the NMOS loads in the first stage to regulate the common-mode bias conditions.
Due to the low supply, only limited headroom can be allocated for the tail current
source, which leads to a poor gds, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b). The issue of headroom
shortage further forces the input pair and the tail current source to operate with small
overdrive voltages, leading to large transistor size. This results in a large parasitic
capacitor connected to the virtual ground node. Large parasitic capacitor on the virtual
ground together with the smaller gds lower the impedance seen by the two input pair
devices. This degrades the common-mode rejection at the first stage of the amplifier as it
increases the common-mode gain of the differential pair. In the two stage amplifier
shown in Fig. 6.5 (a), the two inverted gain stage in series creates an undesired wideband
common-mode positive feedback as shown in Fig. 6.5(b). In the usual case, this
undesired positive loop tends to have a gain less than one, due to the fact that input pair
common-mode gain is heavily degenerated by the tail current source’s output impedance.
However, as discussed above, the first stage common-mode gain in this case is actually
large, and hence the undesired positive feedback would have a strong negative effect on
the overall common-mode stability.
In general, the desirable built-in common-mode control loop, as shown in Fig.
6.5(b) tends to be narrow band due to reasons explained in [73]. Therefore, in low
frequency, where the desired negative common-mode loop is still strong, the commonmode signal is well-regulated. However, the undesired positive feedback will take over
beyond unity gain frequency of the common-mode loop, where the desired negative
common-mode loop begins to fade away as shown in Fig. 6.5(c). As a result, the phase
margin of the common-mode loop degrades significantly. In summary, it is difficult to
realize a robust two-stage amplifier design over processes and corners in a deep submicron CMOS technology due to the limited supply headroom.
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a) A fully differential two-stage Op-Amp with feedback and CMFB.

b) Common-mode half-circuit for a two-stage amplifier.

c) AC Frequency response.
Fig 6.5 Common mode instability for a two-stage amplifier design.
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An AC-boosting compensation (ACBC) scheme [124] (Fig. 6.6) provides a good
alternative to solve the CM stability issue. A major benefit of ACBC design is that it
contains three inverting stages; therefore the global CM feedback is always negative.
Hence, the global CM feedback never competes against the common-mode control loop,
and stability of the CM loops can be ensured with proper design. Also, the input signal is
fed forward to the output stage to create a feed-forward zero in the ACBC design, and it
allows for a much smaller compensation capacitor (~150 fF) and hence better slew rate
performance, essential to maintaining the good linearity performance. Fig. 6.7. shows the
details of the second amplifier. PMOS input pairs are adopted for better flicker noise
performance. Moreover, the output stage is designed as a class-AB structure which helps
to maintain the overall slew rate and linearity performance.

Fig. 6.6. AC-boosting compensation (ACBC) scheme.

From
CMFB

From
CMFB
In+

In-

Out+

Out-

Fig. 6.7. Detailed schematic design for second stage amplifier design.
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A single-ended RF signal is down-converted by 8 different paths, each of which is
driven by a non-overlapping 12.5% duty-cycle clock. Eight-phase down-conversion
rejects the 3rd and 5th harmonics. Also it helps to reduce the noise folding, and improves
the overall NF. A two-stage harmonic rejection (HR) scheme as in [76] is adopted to
further improve the accuracy of the HR. The clock generation circuit is similar to [68].
An early version of the floor planning of the entire system is shown in Fig. 6.8. The width
of the entire design is carefully designed so that it is entirely set by the pitch of the 8phases mixer frontends.

Fig. 6.8. Floor planning for the receiver core.
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6.4 Optimizing Noise Figure Performance

Mixer-first design tends to have worse noise figure performance, when compared
to conventional receiver designs, due to the absence of the RF amplification stage. This
makes noise figure optimization even more important. Table 6.1 shows the noise power
breakdown for noise integrated over different bandwidths. The analytical expression for
the noise figure has been shown as (40) in Chapter 5. This section shall focus on the
interpretation of the simulation results, followed by design to achieve the best noise
figure in both the small signal and large signal case.
For different integration bandwidths(10 KHz - 100 KHz to 10 KHz - 10 MHz),
the baseband LNA, the mixer and the clock generation circuit are always the major noise
contributors. In particular, the baseband LNA’s flicker noise dominates over a narrower
integration bandwidth, while the mixer switches’ thermal noise dominates over in a wider
integration bandwidth. The noise figure for wireless standards with narrower bandwidth
can be improved by sizing up the devices in the baseband LNA while maintaining their
width to length ratios. This won’t cost any additional power overhead, since the bias
current is set by the bias network. The transistors would have the same operating
condition, since their overdrive voltages don’t change. To reduce the thermal noise
contributed by the mixer, the mixer switches need to have a lower on-impedance, which
requires a large switch size. Fortunately, the mixer switch is one of the RF components
that mostly benefited from process scaling. The 28 nm technology allows for a larger
mixer size to be used without severe power penalty.

** Note: around 50% of the noise is from the input port

Table 6.1 Noise power breakdowns for noise integrated over different bandwidths.
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Also, the flicker noise from the clock generation circuits shows up in all three
categories. The mechanism of the flicker noise up-conversion and down-conversion has
been discussed in Chapter 4, and it won’t be repeated here. The clock networking is then
carefully sized to avoid large power overhead, while the whole system can still achieve a
good noise figure performance.
Fig. 6.9 shows the noise power break down among the few major noise
contributors. Compared to the smaller signal case, the noise is no longer dominated by
the mixer alone. Some of the reference noise from sources such as the common-mode
feedback and LDOs would leak into the system. The reason is that during a large signal
transient, the baseband amplifiers would need to provide large amount of current to
maintain functionality so that the baseband amplifiers are heavily tilted to one side or the
other. As a result, the baseband amplifiers fail to maintain their differential feature as in
the LNTA discussion back in Chapter 4. Therefore, the reference noise can no longer be
treated as the common mode noise, and needs to be considered for noise optimization.

Fig. 6.9. Noise power breakdown during large signal transient.
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Also, noise from the clock divider circuit has a serious impact on the noise figure,
as shown in Fig. 6.8. Reference [68] claims that only a few transistors in the divider
circuit matter in the noise optimization, since noise from other transistors is “correlated.”
This claim is valid only for the small signal analysis. During the large signal transient,
mixer switches are so heavily tilted that their on-impedance varies a lot. Some of them
would be turned on hard, while the others might just barely be on. Therefore, when the
once “correlated” divider noise couples into the mixer network and makes its way down
the receiver chain, the divider noise would experience different noise transfer functions
for each and every one of the 8 paths in the system. Therefore, when the noise finally
meets up at the baseband summer TIA at the end of the chain, it cannot be rejected as
“common mode” noise as in the small signal case. It is noticeable that most of the noise
from the divider network is flicker noise as in the clock generation circuit in the small
signal case.
Finally, the mixers become noisier in the presence of a large blocker. As
discussed previously, each and every mixer among the 8 mixers would have different
turn-on states, and hence different on-impedance. The result is two fold. First, some of
the mixer would contribute more thermal noise. Secondly, the input matching to the
antenna port is degraded, since the series impedance of the mixer switch and BB-TA is
the very thing the mixer-first receiver relies on for input matching. If the bias condition
significantly alters either one of them, the input matching might not hold, therefore,
signal power cannot be delivered into the receiver but is deflected back to the antenna
port (or the air), degrading the overall noise figure.

Fig. 6.10 Mixer noise power breakdown during large signal transient.
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Fig. 6.10 demonstrates one important point in optimizing the mixer for large
signal transient in a receiver like this. More than 40% of the noise from the mixers is
flicker noise, which is not present at all in the small signal case. It has been established
back in Chapter 5 that passive mixers doesn’t require a DC-bias current, and hence they
are free of flicker noise. These seemingly contradictory simulation results might cause
some confusion to arise. In the small signal case, the input signal is so small that it
doesn’t disrupt the normal biasing condition of the entire system. Hence, the mixer
transistors don’t generate any flicker noise. During the large signal transient, the receiver
is so heavily tilted to one direction or the other that there will indeed be a DC current
passing through the mixers when the switches are turned on. Therefore, optimizing the
mixers’ flicker noise performance is as important as optimizing their thermal noise
number for a mixer-first receiver design.

6.5 Measurement Results

The chip is sponsored by the Intel Corporation and fabricated by TSMC. The
design is implemented in a general-purpose high-k metal gate 28nm technology with
1.1V nominal supply voltage. The chip micro-photograph is shown in Fig. 6.11. The core
area of the design is 460 μm by 500 μm. This includes the 8 paths of passive mixer cells
(each contains a mixer core and a 5-bit mixer DAC), four channels of baseband
amplification stages, a clock generation circuit for the 8 phases of non-overlapping LO
signals, all the local LDOs for the first and second stage of amplifiers together with the
digital control unit. The local LDOs are implemented with 1.8V thick-oxide transistors,
and they are connected to the high supply voltage. They are designed with the intention to
operate over a wide range of supply voltages (1.5V-1.9V).
For testing purpose, two baseband output buffers are also integrated onto the same
silicon, They are powered with a high supply voltage (1.5 V – 2 V). These two output
buffers are capable of driving an off-chip 50 Ω impedance presented by the test
equipment, which greatly reduces the complexity of testing.
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Fig. 6.11 Chip Microphotograph.
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Fig. 6.12 shows the LO leakage measured the RF port of one siclicon sample prior
to calibration. Due to the mismatches among the downconverting paths, multiple
harmonics of the LO signal leaked to the antenna port. In this particular measurement, the
measured 4th harmonic (6 GHz) frequency content is as high as -46 dB. This LO leakage
would be radiated to the air through the antenna. Therefore, it is possible that LO
leakages might become jammers for other wireless systems operating around those
frequencies in the nearby environment.
In this particular example, the fundamental frequency is at 1.5 GHz. Therefore, its
4th harmonic, which is at 6 GHz, is still within typical range of wireless commercial
communication bands. This is a major limiting issue for a passive mixer-first receiver
design. For this design, each mixer comes with a separate 5-bit mixer DAC, which helps
to mitigate this issue.

Fig. 6.12. LO leakage before calibration.
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The calibration process starts by first measuring the LO leakage prior to the
calibration by turning down all of the mixer DACs. Then, all of the bits of one mixer
DAC are swept until an optimum codeword is obtained for this mixer cell. This process is
then repeated for all of the other mixer units in the system one after another, until firsttrial calibration codewords are obtained for all of the mixers. Afterwards, all of the
mixer-DACs have to be swept a second time based upon the codewords just obtained.
Since the calibration conditions change when more mixer cells are calibrated, the
optimum codewords obtain in the first trial would no longer be valid. In particular, the
cells calibrated earlier in the process would deviate more from their optimum codewords.
Fortunately, experimental results over three silicon samples have verified that two rounds
of calibration are sufficient to produce consistent codewords for optimal LO suppression.
In some case, additional calibration can potentially provide further improvements, but
only marginally.
Fig. 6.13 shows the LO leakage after calibration. All of the leakage harmonics are
suppressed below -60 dB. The third harmonic frequency content (4.5 GHz) is measured
as low as -62 dB. The experimental data proves that the calibration mixer DAC helps to
suppress the LO leakage content in the absence of the LNA or LNTA. This suppression
can be as large as 15 dB. For an actual system, all of the peripheral components have
limited bandwidth, such as the duplexer, external SAW-filter and the bondwires, so it
should be able to meet the coexistence requirement with other wireless systems.

Fig. 6.13 LO leakage after calibration.
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Fig. 6.14 shows the measured S11 over a wide frequency range of operation.
Given the measurement settings used, the system provided good input matching up to 3.5
GHz. No data is reported here beyond 3.5 GHz, due to the output power limitation of the
PSG signal source. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the system takes in an external
reference 4 times faster than the desired LO to generate all of the required clock phases.
For 3.5 GHz operation, the system requires a 14 GHz external clock reference.
Unfortunately, the output power of the PSG used in the measurement setup degrades so
significantly beyond 14 GHz that it cannot trigger the on-chip clock receiver. For a noise
cancellation design such as [68], where more circuit elements need to be attached to the
antenna port, the matter of input matching is complicated. Our system manages to
maintain a good input match over a wider range of frequencies

Fig. 6.14 S11 over wide range of frequencies.
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Fig. 6.15 shows the measured noise figure over a wide range of frequencies. The
lower bound of the measurement is at 250 MHz, which is limited by the lowest
operational frequency of the external balun. Based on simulation results, the receiver is
capable of functioning at frequencies lower than 250 MHz. The upper bound is at
3.5GHz, which is due to the limited output power of the PSG beyond 14 GHz. Simulation
suggests the system can operate up to 4 GHz. Over the range of 250 MHz to 3.5 GHz, the
receiver achieves a much better noise figure performance compared to other passive
mixer-first designs that have been reported in literature, such as those in [63][66][67].
Our design is not far off from the design aided by the noise cancellation circuitry [68].
The noise figure shape is similar to that of the S11, where it dips a little between 1.5 – 2
GHz. We suspect this lump around 1.5 GHz to 2 GHz is due to the external baluns on the
external LO path. Since no single external balun can cover such a wide frequency range
(1 GHz to 14 GHz), two baluns with different operational frequencies are inter-changed
in this test, and their handover frequency happens to be around 6 GHz ~ 8 GHz.

Fig. 6.15 Measured noise figure performance from 250 MHz to 3.5 GHz.
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Fig. 6.16 shows the noise figure measured with different baseband bandwidth
using a 1.5 GHz carrier frequency. For standards with narrower bandwidth, the noise
figure is dominated by the flicker noise. According to table 6.1, this flicker noise is
mostly from the baseband LNA, the clock generation (the divider), and the distribution
(buffer) network. For standards with wider baseband bandwidth, the noise figure is
dominated by the thermal noise of the mixers, therefore the noise figure stays flat from
beyond 100 KHz. For far-out frequencies, the noise figure rises again because of the Npath nature of the receiver. The behavior of this in-band matching has been well studied
in literature, such as in [49][62]. In short, because of the transparency nature of the
passive mixer, the baseband impedance is frequency translated up to the RF carrier
frequency, and creates a narrowband input matching around the carrier frequency.

Fig. 6.16 Measured noise figure performance with different baseband bandwidth.
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Fig. 6.17 shows the noise performance measured in the presence of a single-tone
out-of-band blocker with various power levels. This noise figure test is carried out with a
2 GHz carrier frequency. The receiver system is operating at its highest gain setting with
a 50 MHz baseband bandwidth. The blocker signal injected is 50 MHz away from the
band edge or 100 MHz offset from the carrier frequency. The blocker is at 2.1 GHz to
mimic a strong single-tone leakage from the TX band. The noise figure measured with a
-10 dBm blocker is 3.2 dB, while the noise figure measured with a 0 dBm blocker is 6.35
dB. Together with Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, it has shown that our system can indeed
maintain a good noise figure in both the small signal and the large signal environment.

Fig. 6.17 Noise figure measurement result with various blocker power levels.
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Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19 describe the test setup for measuring the close-in and farout IIP3 in detail. For the far-out test, one of the intermodulation contents is set to be at
the band edge for measuring the IIP3. In order to do so, the two tones injected have to be
placed properly. As shown in Fig. 6.18, one of the two tones needs to move at 1X speed
away from the fixed intermodulation product, while the other moves 2X away. As a
result, the two tone spacing is given by X. This ensures that the one of the
intermodulation products always fall in-band, and it is not a subject to filtering by the
system. Therefore, an accurate far-out IIP3 number can be measured.
On the other hand, Fig. 6.19 explains how to measure the close-in IIP3. This time,
one of the two tones is fixed at the band edge, which, in this case, is 50 MHz away from
the carrier frequency. The other tone can be moved away to measure the close-in IIP3
with a different tone spacing. When the intermodulation product is down-converted by
the receiver, it will always fall in band. As the two-tone spacing increases, this
intermodulation product moves at move towards the other side of the band edge as shown
in Fig. 6.19(a) prior to down-conversion. Fig. 6.19(b) shows the location of the
intermodulation product after down-conversion. As the two-tone spacing increases, this
intermodulation content first moves towards DC but after it reaches DC, it moves away,
as shown in Fig. 6.19(b). Therefore, with careful planning, this IM product can always
fall within the signal bandwidth without being attenuated by the baseband filter, and an
accurate IIP3 number can be measured.

Fig. 6.18 Test setup for measuring far-out IIP3.
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Fig. 6.19 Test setup for measuring close-in IIP3.
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Fig. 6.20 shows the measured IIP3 from close-in and far-out tests around a 2 GHz
carrier frequency. The white dots are data points collected from the close-in test, while
the black points are from the far-out test. The receiver achieves a > +6.4 dBm IIP3 within
the 3dB corner frequency consistently. Moreover, the system achieves an out-of-band
IIP3 as high as +20.5 dBm with a 250 MHz tone spacing. The IIP3 measured with a 50
MHz tone spacing (one tone at 2.05GHz, while the other sits at 2.10 GHz) is +15.4 dBm.
This is for the test case where the close-in TX leakage could degrade the receiver’s
performance. The IIP3 is flat close-in, since the linearity is mostly dominated by the
baseband amplifiers’ linearity performance. As the two tone spacing increases, the IIP3
improves since one of the tones is moving out of band. Eventually, the IIP3 saturates,
since the linearity at that point is limited by performance of the intrinsic mixer switches.

Fig. 6.20 In-band and out-of-band IIP3 measured.
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Fig. 6.21 shows the in-band and out-of-band P1dB measured at 2 GHz. The
measured in-band P1dB is higher than -15 dB. As the frequency offset increases, the
P1dB also improves. However, the P1dB saturates at +4.4 dBm at best. The reason
behind this is that the mixer switches cannot be turned on properly at large input level
even with greater frequency offset from the carrier frequency. Since most of the filtering
happens on the baseband side of the mixer switches, it doesn’t help to improve the P1dB
performance of the passive mixer on the RF terminal. Therefore, the P1dB input signal
power that can be handled by the receiver is limited to +4 dBm. Beyond this power level,
the mixer would generate higher order distortion.

Fig. 6.21 Measured in-band and out-of-band P1dB.
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Fig. 6.22 shows the power break down for the entire receiver. The power is more
or less evenly distributed among all of the major circuit blocks at 2 GHz. The dynamic
power spent by the mixer buffers and the clock generation circuits would scale with the
frequency of operation quite linearly. The first amplifier (baseband LNA) and the second
amplifier (ACBC amplifiers) draw power from different 1.1 V supplies regulated by
separate on-chip LDOs. The measured regulated voltages from the LDOs range from
1.08V to 1.12V across 10 different silicon samples. The LDOs are designed to work with
a wide range of supply voltage from 1.5V to 2 V. All of the LDOs draw a total of 2.5 mA
from the high supply. The receiver consumes 55 mW from the 1.1 V supplies and the
entire system consumes 62 mW from the external 1.1 and 1.5 V supplies.

Fig. 6.22 Power breakdown for major circuit blocks.
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Table 6.2 compares our work with other state-of-the-art receivers implemented in
different architectures. Compared to the other mixer-first receiver designs, our system
manages to achieve the widest frequency range, benefiting from the 28 nm technology.
Compared to the other state-of-the-art research, our system achieves the widest baseband
bandwidth. Also, it maintains a competitive IIP3 performance if it is not better than the
others. Even compared to the design with noise cancellation [68], our work is not far off:
the measured small signal noise figure is around 2.5 dB while the noise cancellation
design can achieve a sub 2 dB noise figure. Moreover, the measured noise figure with an
out-of-band 0 dBm blocker present is 6.4 dB including the noise contributed by the five
LDOs, compared with 4.1 dB for a design with noise cancellation. On the other hand, our
design with integrated LDOs still takes less than half of the area, and consumes less
power compared to [68].
Compared to recent research works for the LTE-A standards, our work manages
to cover a wide frequency range of operation. It achieves a better noise figure, and it is
more linear within the signal bandwidth and out of the signal bandwidth. Also, it achieves
a footprint that is far smaller than existing designs, and consumes much less power.
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Table 6.2 Comparison table with other contemporary receiver designs

Sundstrom
ISSCC 2013
Double Conv. HR
Homodyne

Alpman
VLSI 2013
Baseband HR Backend
Only

RF Frequency

Band 25 (1.96GHz)

240 MHz

0.4-3.5 GHz

RF Input

Differential

Differential

Single-ended

Gain [dB]

45

12

35

Bandwidth

100KHz

1.4 MHz

100KHz-50MHz

NF[dB]

4.5+1.2

--

2.6

NF w/ 0dBm Blocker

--

--

OB-IIP3
[dBm]

2.4

10

HR3 [dB]

--

70.4

HR5 [dB]

--

70.2

Active Area

14.8 mm2

0.65 mm2

0.23 mm2

Supply [V]

1.45/1.8

1.1

1.1 (1.5 for LDO)

Power [mW]

155-435

24

60

Technology

40 nm

32 nm

28 nm

Architecture

This work
Mixer-first

6.3
(100MHz@2GHz)
20
(50MHz@2GHz)
65
@ 800 MHz
63
@ 800 MHz

Table 6.3 Comparison table with modern receiver designs for LTE-A.
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6.6 Summary

A passive-mixer-first receiver designed in 28 nm CMOS is presented in this
chapter, where the frontend 5-bit mixer-DAC provides a wide-band tunable impedance
match to suppress the LO leakage. The baseband LNA together with the AC-boosting
compensation amplifier provides a 50MHz baseband bandwidth. This provides powerefficient support for non-contiguous carrier aggregation in LTE. The circuit achieves
<3dB NF, >15dBm IIP3 and 35dB gain with 55mW power.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrated two receiver designs to address two different aspects
of future wireless standards. First off, an experimental prototype ADC based receiver
design is presented as a direct RF-to-digital converter for software defined radio
application. The large difference between the baseband bandwidth and the carrier
frequency provide the large oversampling ratio necessary to avoid noise folding. The
noise shaping feature provided by the ΔΣ modulator supplies a high-resolution
conversion only in the frequency range of interest such that the desired high-speed and
high-resolution conversion can be carried out in a power efficient manner. The integrated
CMIS mixer performs the frequency translation in a simple yet elegant manner, which
allows the mixer to be easily implemented and better integrated for such a design.
The prototype design supports a frequency of operation from 400 MHz to 4000
MHz, which covers all LTE bands worldwide. An NRZ feedback DAC design reduces
the jitter sensitivity of the system, and aids in achieving a high SNDR over the frequency
range of interest. It provides a large dynamic range with low power consumption. It
meets the three major criteria of SDR systems. Without any bulky passives, the design
maintains a small footprint, while a digitally-oriented design methodology enables a truly
flexible receiver that is able to adapt to different standards with the change of a few
control bits. Finally, the solution can scale naturally with technology.
The second design addresses the challenges presented by carrier aggregation
where a passive-mixer-first receiver design is proposed. Avoiding the front-end gain
element, such as an LNA or LNTA, the mixer and the baseband circuits only need to
process a small signal swing, which helps to maintain the overall linearity. This superb
linearity performance makes such a design a perfect candidate for applications like LTE
Advanced, where the interferences can come within or out of the receiver bands. The
wide-band tunable mixer DAC helps to suppress the LO leakage due to the absence of
any reverse isolation of the front end. Moreover, careful noise analysis for both the small
signal case and the large signal case allows the receiver to achieve a competitive noise
figure compared to conventional designs even with at the absence of the RF gain stage.
An experimental prototype implemented in 28 nm CMOS is presented, where the
frontend 5-bit mixer-DAC provides a wide-band tunable impedance match to suppress
the LO leakage. The baseband LNA and the AC-boosting compensation amplifier
provide a 50MHz baseband bandwidth, which provides support for non-contiguous
carrier aggregation for LTE in power efficient manners. The circuit achieves <3dB NF,
>15dBm IIP3 and 35dB gain with 55mW power.
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7.1 Significant Contributions
The key accomplishments of this research are:


Designed a direct RF to digital ΔΣ converter supporting over a decade of
operating frequencies (400 MHz to 4 GHz), which is better than any related work
(such as band-pass ΔΣ, RF-ADC or ΔΣ down-converter) reported until now.



Proposed and implemented a novel feedback DAC switching scheme to alleviate
the impact of clock jitter for a multi-gigahertz ΔΣ modulator design.



Designed a novel low-power highly linear class-AB low-noise trans-conductance
amplifier (LNTA) with wide-band input matching.



Conducted both analytical and numerical analysis on the high-speed ΔΣ
modulator jitter sensitivity issue, and verified the result with actual silicon
samples.



Proposed and verified techniques effectively mitigating the jitter sensitivity issue
for a high-speed ΔΣ modulator design.



Designed a highly linear passive mixer-first receiver with up to 50 MHz baseband
bandwidth with integrated LDO design.



Proposed and designed a 5-bit mixer calibration DAC for LO leakage suppression.

7.1 Future Work

We suggest several directions for futher research and improvement of our work:


Improving the operational fequency of the current ΔΣ converter by re-designing
the comparator with a two-way time-interleaved design, which is common in
high-speed serializer and de-serializer designs.



Increasing the front-end gain in the ΔΣ converter design to achieve a better noise
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figure for the overall system.


An implementation of noise cancelling circuits around the mixer-first design to
achieve an even better noise figure performance.



Attempting a different TX signal injection point the into the mixer-first design to
achieve better TX resilience.



Developing a calibration algorithm for LO leakage suppression.



Combining the ΔΣ converter and the passive-mixer’s transparency property to
achieve a design that is capable of direct down-conversion, while still being
resilient to large blockers, as shown in Fig. 7.1.
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孤独に歩め…悪をなさず 求めるところは少なく…林の中の象のように
---『ダンマパダ』, 23章にある一節（330節）
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